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Mum’s the word
this month as we

celebrate motherhood in all its
glory – it’s pretty magic being a
mum considering it’s one of the
toughest jobs in the world! The
pay sucks, the hours are long
but the perks are undeniably
world class.
It’s not often we have time to
stop and recharge so quickly
flick to page 14 to turbo charge
your day. (You may only have ten minutes before the kids come
calling so be quick!) Plus this month we share tips on beauty,
cooking and school-run fashion for the sporty sisters out there.

18
29

If you have a little more time on your hands browse our Bula
Time travel feature on Castaway Island, Fiji, or dream along with
one of our lucky contributors about to trek along the Camino
De Santiago. If you prefer to stay closer to home our wellbeing
column has some ace ideas on finding a way to recharge and
enjoy some ‘me’ time locally.

33 35

For those of you working on dividing or blending your families
find some great tips to keep it positive and navigate your way
through potentially tricky relationship dynamics.
This is one mother of an issue so enjoy a little piece of haven.
Happy days!

Keeley

editor@havenmagazine.com.au

The team…

Haven Hub

Connect with us…
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PHOTOGRAPHY:
Polly Snowden

STYLISTS:
Astra Robertson & Mandy
Mackenzie
FASHION:
Dragonfly
www.dragonflystore.com.au
LOCATION:
Currumbin EcoVillage
MODELS:
Rachel & Ryder Torti
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Courtney Tuckett

Jane Whittred (Mrs Red)

FEATURES EDITOR

ART PROJECTS

Courtney combines over 12 years’ experience in
marketing management with publishing expertise
in national youth, lifestyle and corporate titles.
Courtney has created highly successful national
and international brands across a broad range
of industries but her two best creations are her
children, Mackenzie and Asher.

Jane has a Bachelor of Art
under one arm, a PG Diploma of Education under
the other, 3 children and a hubby in one hand & a
mini farm in Gold Coast's hinterland in the other
hand. Jane owns Mrs Red's Art Room in Burleigh
and is a passionate teacher to both children and
adults in visual art.

courtney@havenmagazine.com.au

www.mrsredsartroom.com.au

Fe Taylor

Tanya Curtis
BEHAVIOUR SPECIALIST,
COUNSELLOR & FACILITATOR
Tanya founded Fabic (Functional
Assessment & Behavioural Interventions
Clinic) in 2006 with a vision to support
people to understand and change
unwanted behaviours. Tanya is an
author, writes and presents Behaviour
Specialist DVDs, and has developed online
behaviour support programs.

HEALTH & WELLBEING
Fe Taylor is the founder and director of
the Children's Health and Wellbeing Expo.
As a fitness professional, Fe operates
Fe Taylor Fitness and Leaps & Bounds
Children's Fitness Centre. Fe is mum to
Tom and Jude.
www.childrensfitnesscentre.com.au
www.CompleteTransformation.com.au

Debbie Hogg
LIFE SKILLS
Debbie is one of Australia's leading coaches, an
ANZI Coach of the Year and the Pocket Rocket
Coach. She is passionate in helping women
understand and manage their 'Inner and Outer
Balance'. Debbie is co-creator of social and
emotional learning programs assisting parents
to teach children confidence, resilience and
the importance of balance, and is mum to two
beautiful girls.
www.lifeskillsprograms.com.au
www.debbiehogg.com

www.fabic.com.au

Dr Elen ApThomas

Anthony Sherratt

GENERAL PRACTITIONER

DADDY DIARIES

FOOD/NATUROPATH

Dr Elen is the founding doctor of The Medical
Sanctuary and a leading General Practitioner with
over twenty years of private clinical experience
practicing integrative nutritional medicine. She
regularly provides surgical assistance to leading
Queensland Gynaecological and Obstetric surgeons
and is the creator of the world’s first “Fermented Food
Detoxification Program” called the FFDetox.

Anthony Sherratt is a full-time
stay-at-home dad who juggles
looking after his twin girls, lecturing
at university and contributing
to a variety of websites and
publications. He's finally thankful
for his insomnia.

Georgia is a Naturopath (19 years
exp.), mum, cookbook author and
creator of The Well Nourished
Lunch Box Challenge. She shares
her inspiring health advice and free,
nourishing, family friendly recipes on
her popular website.

Georgia Harding

www.wellnourished.com.au.

www.medsan.com.au
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Reviews

THE FOAM ROLLING APP

BOOKs
GET COMMANDO FIT
COOKBOOK, Steve Willis
Commando Steve Willis, of The
Biggest Loser fame, revs up your
kitchen with this mouthwatering,
family-friendly cookbook.
Favouring whole foods, big flavours and nutritionally balanced
recipes, Get Commando Fit Cookbook includes a delish selection
of meals and even some sweet treats to crush your sugar
cravings. The Roasted Harissa Lamb with Roasted Pumpkin
Salad makes a mighty meal for the whole fam, from the man
of the house to the littlest eaters. And the Frittata Three Ways
makes an easy breakfast on the run, lunchbox favourite, or light
dinner. Developed with nutritionist Kelly Richardson and chef
Kim Wiggins, this is a yummy guide to nourish your health – and
your tastebuds. $29.99
Available from www.hachette.com.au.
HEALTHY BODY, Sally Matterson
Trainer Sally Matterson explains the secrets to
shredding stubborn body fat. Explaining how
hormones affect metabolism, what to eat (and
when), and how strategic supplementation
can boost fat loss, Healthy Body is a go-to
guide tailor made for women. Muffin top,
bat wings or jelly belly? Sally explains how
hormones affect where you store fat, and
how to mitigate lifestyle and environmental
factors such as stress, lack of sleep and
toxins. Perfect for new mums, fit mums and
just-getting-back-into-it mums, Healthy
Body includes 24 at-home exercises to boost metabolism and
get your sweat on, with no need for the gym or a closet full of
equipment. With sample meal plans and 30 yumbo recipes for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, this is a body revolution guide in
one handy paperback book. $24.99
Available from www.rockpoolpublishing.com.au.

Movie
PITCH PERFECT 2
Get ready Pitches, the Barden Bellas are back
in Pitch Perfect 2, the follow up to their 2012
comedy smash hit, Pitch Perfect. Watch as Fat
Amy (Rebel Wilson), Beca (Anna Kendrick) and
the rest of the group compete in an international
A Cappella competition that no American group
has ever won before!
Bring your Baby screenings at BCC and Event
Cinemas are ideal for busy parents needing some
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If you’re training hard (or even
if you’re not), you need to
get rolling. The Foam Rolling
App is a customised app
specifically created to release
muscle tension, improve flexibility, prevent
injury, improve performance and release stress. With
handy demo videos for every exercise, easy to follow
images, step by step instructions and detailed info for
each specific muscle, this is like a performance coach in
your pocket. With a range of exercises tailored for specific
sports, follow the supplied programs, build your own, or
have your trainer build a program for you then save your
favourites. $1.29 from the App Store.
Creator Jono Freeman gave us his top releases for four
common mama concerns:
NEWBORN MUM
Posture is always key for mums. My suggestions would
be release of the shoulders and neck with a small focus
on the arms. Holding newborns for hours on end during
feeding and trying to settle them down can develop
shortening of these areas and lead to further injury.
MUMS WITH TODDLERS
Constant bending to pick up toddlers can place a great
deal of strain on the lower back and hamstrings. What is
important here is correct lifting form to prevent injury.
OFFICE MUMS
Most chronic injuries we see are generated from incorrect
posture and poor loading, a recipe generally taken from
the workplace. Maintaining good soft tissue quality
through the neck, shoulder and entire hip region will
ensure adequate mobility and flexibility is developed.
RUNNER MAMAS
Keeping strong and fit is important for bio-mechanical
structure during and post pregnancy. For those of you
that do a lot of running I suggest focusing your rolling on
the hip flexors, hamstrings, lower back, calves, glutes and
groin areas. All of these will tighten up after running and
foam rolling is key for being able to continue your exercise
program.

entertainment and still enjoying time with their
little ones! Bring Your Baby screenings offer
lowered sound and low lighting levels (rather than
complete darkness), allowing you to keep a better
eye on your youngsters. Tickets are $10* each
and under five’s go free!
Pitch Perfect 2 (M) is in cinemas 7 May. Bring
Your Baby Sessions screen 10.30am Friday
15 May and Monday 18 May, and at 12.30pm
Wednesday 20 May. For bookings, visit www.
eventcinemas.com.au
*$1.20 online booking fee applies.

Family Law Specialists
Divorce & Matrimonial Settlements
De Facto Settlements
Pre-Nuptial & Separation Agreements
Child Related Disputes
Collaborative Law & Mediation

Lawyers who care and
are committed to excellence
wiltshirefamilylaw.com.au

Bundall - 18 Ashmore Road

5554 1555

Coolangatta - 60 Musgrave Street

5554 1566
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News…

BIG DAY OUT FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
South Bank’s Little Days Out program of arts,
crafts, music, games, sport and gardening
encourages little kids (and big!) to enjoy
creative time in the great outdoors. The
activities are free and the program changes
each month to keep things fresh – pick and
choose to suit your child’s interests, or take
advantage of them all. Held each Thursday and
Sunday, the program for May includes Wildlife
Encounters, Mother’s Day Craft, Kite Making
and Ro & Co’s Monster Cupcakes.

Check out the full program at
www.visitbrisbane.com.au/south-bank.

MILLION PAWS WALK
Grab your pooch and pop on your sneakers on
Sunday 17 May for the RSPCA’s annual Million
Paws Walk. Join more than 20,000 animal lovers
in Queensland alone to show your support for
animals in need. Funds raised provide essential
care, veterinary treatment, food and shelter for
more than 15,000 dogs in RSPCA Qld’s care each
year. With a big furry goal of raising $540,000
this year, every dollar counts.
All puppy powerwalkers are welcome, provided
they are vaccinated, friendly and well socialised
(the dogs, that is – and maybe their owners!).
Don’t have a pooch? Get along and join the fun
anyway. Check out the food stalls, entertainment,
kid-friendly activities and even get your furry
friend primped and glossed at the hydrobath
stations.
WHERE TO WALK?
Brisbane – South Bank Cultural Forecourt.
Registration opens 8.30am, walk commences
10am
Gold Coast – The Great Lawn, Broadwater
Parklands. Registration opens 8.30am, walk
commences 10.30am
More: Head to www.millionpawswalk.com.au to find
out more and register.

SLEEP MORE TO LOSE WEIGHT
Scientists have discovered that losing just
half an hour of sleep per day can have longterm negative impacts on your weight and
metabolism.
“We found that as little as 30 minutes a day
sleep debt can have significant effects on
obesity and insulin resistance at follow up,”
said lead study author Professor Shahrad
Taheri, MBBS, PhD, professor of medicine at
Weill Cornell Medical College, Qatar. “This
reinforces earlier observations that sleep
loss is additive and can have metabolic
consequences.”
Think you can make up for weekday sleep
debt with a Saturday lie-in? Think again.
Weekday sleep debt was found to impact
metabolic function and insulin resistance
(a precursor to Type 2 Diabetes).
The study found that those with sleep debt
were more than 72% more likely to be obese
than those with no sleep debt.

GOLD COAST
FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
Build confidence, coordination & a sense of
belonging through imaginative play.
We’re not just about soccer!
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TIPS TO GET MORE SLEEP?
• Embrace a ‘technological sundown’ – turn off
TVs, devices and computers at least one hour
before bed.
• Create a sleep zone - keep your bedroom
for sex and sleeping only. Not reading, not
working, not filling online shopping carts or
Insta-stalking.
• Go ‘caveman’ – rise with the sun, get some
early morning daylight before the work/
school day starts, move your body daily, wind
down when it gets dark, and enjoy a relatively
wholefood, unprocessed diet. Caffeine, sugars,
alcohol and processed foods can ‘hype’ your
system, leading to interrupted sleep cycles.

VOTED BY PARENTS AS THE
BEST ACTIVITY IN AUSTRALIA
FOR 3 YEARS RUNNING

BOOK A FREE TRIAL (07) 5535 8640
goldcoast@littlekickers.com.au

Fun soccer classes for boys & girls aged 18 months to 7 years

www.littlekickers.com.au

Weekly soccer classes • Kindy programs • Soccer camps • Birthday parties
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Haven loves...

BAMBI
CHAIR

EM & EVE

A whimsical piece of
furniture that delights the
child in all of us, the Bambi Chair is
a true sculpture of fine art produced
from solid European oak and American
walnut (and faux fur).

The beautiful range of jewellery, lockets
and gifts by Em & Eve with lettering
hammered by hand make each and
every piece unique! Record the special
moments in life with a keepsake
and take 10% off in May using code
‘LOVE10’.

Shop it!

Shop it! RRP from $24

RRP $440
Online – www.top3.com.au

Online – www.emandeve.com.au

KATE SPADE
COOLER BAG
Rock the party with this awesome gold
‘Break the ice’ cooler bag by Kate Spade
New York. This gorgeous bag boasts an
on trend metallic gold outer and a wipeclean insulated interior to keep your
drinks chilled and your picnic perfectly
fresh.

Shop it! RRP $89.95

Online – www.larkstore.com.au

MIMIJUMI
With their natural colours, textures and
forms, mimijumi baby bottles provide the
perfect complement to breastfeeding
and the best possible transition to bottle
feeding.

Shop it!

Online – www.mimijumi.com.au

MISTER ZIMI
Mister Zimi unashamedly marches by the
beat of its own drum. Diverse, ageless
and not dictated to by trends, the label
has cultivated a dedicated following
since its creation in 2007.

Shop it!

Online – www.misterzimi.com

HOME IS
WHERE YOUR
MUM IS MUG
Every mum loves her morning coffee or
tea. Feminine yet fun, and made of fine
bone china, this mug is an original hand
illustrated design that has been kiln fired.

Shop it!

RRP $24
Online – www.rowemade.etsy.com
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Life skills

Life is like a box
of chocolates
Words: Debbie Hogg

OFTEN IN LIFE THE UNIVERSE, SOURCE, GOD, THE COSMIC SPIRIT - WHATEVER WORDS WE USE - PUTS OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR ‘LIFE
PATHWAY’. WE HAVE ALL EXPERIENCED THIS AT SOME TIME OR ANOTHER; IT CAN BE A POSITIVE, IN THE FORM OF OUR PARTNER, HOUSE,
CAREER OR EVEN HOLIDAY. THEN AGAIN, IT COULD BE CONSIDERED NEGATIVE LIKE REDUNDANCY, DIVORCE OR ILLNESS ALL OF WHICH
CAN HAVE POSITIVE OUTCOMES OVER TIME. SOMETIMES WE SEE THE OPPORTUNITY AND CONSCIOUSLY MAKE A DECISION TO GRAB IT.
OTHER TIMES WE DISMISS IT AND WALK THE OTHER WAY, LIKE CHOOSING THE PATH AT A FORK IN THE ROAD.

This month I’m sharing a personal journey of mine. It’s about taking an
opportunity with both hands and totally trusting.
I’m a walker and I have been walking in the bush since 2010 when I
started training for the Kokoda Challenge, a local Gold Coast 96km
endurance event. I was invited in as team leader in 2011, taking 21
young leaders on the Kokoda Trail in Papua New Guinea. Since then I’ve
not stopped walking, just like Forest Gump! I’ve completed the Kokoda
Challenge four times, Brisbane Oxfam 100km and the PNG Kokoda Trail
with teams of young Australians which is now a regular occurrence every
September school holidays; this year will be my fifth crossing.
Three years ago I set up the Club Kokoda walking group to keep the
Kokoda story alive and introduce Gold Coasters to our amazing hinterland.
This is supported by the GCCC Active and Healthy program. One could
conclude that I really enjoy walking and it’s something that I’m passionate
about. The funny thing is, I had never done too much ‘on purpose’ bush
walking and now it’s a must-have in my life - I’m following my heart and
it feels great. It is meditative, awesome exercise and social.
10
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Eighteen months ago an opportunity arose whilst out walking. I was
introduced to a movie called The Way with Martin Sheen. My ears
pricked up, my senses aroused; I was intrigued and I remember clearly
my husband’s words as soon as we finished watching the trailer. “You’re
going to do it, aren’t you?” I believe in that moment of me saying, “Oh
yes!” that the universe (my preferred phrase) started on its mission
assisting me in achieving my next opportunity.
Now, I’m very trusting, however I had no idea when I was going to go,
the cost, even how to get there, all I knew was that I was going. I simply
put my request out there and forgot about it. Having a clear, specific
picture/vision is paramount to success. The interesting thing is that I
had never heard about the Camino de Santiago before (and I spent time
travelling in Europe before children). A number of confirmations/signs
dropped onto my radar quickly after my ‘set and forget’ strategy. During
a radio competition - describe your dream holiday and win it - a lady
explained walking the Camino. A new bushwalker joined Club Kokoda,
she’d just completed the Camino and wanted to keep fit, another said she

“In the end we only regret the
chances we didn’t take” unknown

was in Camino training. Talking at my hairdresser’s to an amazing lady,
I discovered she had an apartment sitting empty in the little French
village where the Camino commences and I was welcome to stay! My
gosh, I was blown away and excited by the positive signs. Go Camping
closed down, giving me the opportunity for new boots, a good raincoat
and other essentials. It was happening.
My training has been constant and almost automatic due to my regular
walking activities. The time created itself, permission was given by my
husband and two fabulous girls, so I paid for the ticket. Now it was
100% happening. Have I had doubts? Yes! Have I had negative self
chatter going inside my head with voices saying ‘you could spend the
money on the house’, ’all that time away from your family’ or ‘are
you are being an irresponsible mother/wife?’ etc. Well, I could let all
of those thoughts freeze me in time, paralyse me and keep me small,
however that wouldn’t make me feel very good and it certainly wouldn’t
be helping me fulfill something that is important to me. I’m walking my
talk, living my dreams, visioning my bigger picture. I am consciously
making a choice to be the driver of my bus of life. This is going to be a
fun, challenging, and transformational next chapter for me.
Life is short and life is about experiences. We are here to fulfill our
dreams, to seize the opportunities put in our path, and have a vision
and desire that rocks our socks!
Follow my adventures and progress on my Facebook page: Debbie Hogg
The Pocket Rocket Coach or in haven's weekly e-hub newsletter.
More: www.debbiehogg.com
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protective of their newly coupled parent, and overly cautious of the
new partner; and if another set of kids are added to the mix, there’s the
natural inclination to jealousy, turf wars and priority – whose kids come
first?
The stepparent requires nerves of steel – and a solid relationship with
their new partner – to handle these new relationships gracefully. But
it’s not just the adults who may be feeling anxious. Divorce and new
family dynamics can naturally be a cause for concern for kids. And while
worry and anxiety might be easier to understand, natural reactions
such as aggression, withdrawal and tearfulness could be an indicator of
underlying anxiety at play.

g
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Words: Courtney Tuckett

THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS A ‘TRADITIONAL’ PARENT ANYMORE – TEEN,
MATURE-AGE, FOSTER, ADOPTIVE, WORKING MUM, STAY AT HOME DAD:
PARENTS COME IN ALL MODES AND MODELS. AND PARENTING IS ALWAYS
HARD. BUT A RECENT STUDY HAS SHOWN THAT ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT
DYNAMICS IS THAT OF STEP-PARENTS – PARTICULARLY STEPMOTHERS AND
TEEN STEPDAUGHTERS.
Deciding to join a new family is never a ‘step’ to be taken lightly. Whether
you each bring your own children to the mix, or you have no children of
your own and are becoming an instant parent, the challenges of blending
families and relationships are vast. Custody arrangements, financial
agreements, logistical planning (who goes where, when), and compromise
on all counts requires subtle negotiating, sensitivity and a healthy dose
of humour. And don’t forget the minefield of discipline – managing
behavioural issues are hard enough when it’s your kid in the firing line.
Trying to discipline a new partner’s child or teen? Prepare yourself for
“you’re not my parent” at best, and potential conflict with your partner at
worst.
A recent study by the Australian Institute of Family Studies shows that
the females in stepfamilies are the least happy. While 60 per cent of
stepfathers were happy with their relationship with their stepchildren,
only 42 per cent of stepmothers were happy. And teenage stepdaughters
were found to be 10% unhappier than boys in the stepfamilies.
It’s murky waters to cross – the children may feel a natural allegiance
to the parent no longer living in their primary residence; they may feel
12
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Recent research by University of Queensland’s Dr Vanessa Cobham shows
that almost one in 10 children between six and 11 years meet the criteria
for diagnosable anxiety, but less than 20 per cent received treatment.
“Everyone – adults, adolescents and children – experiences anxiety at
some time,” Dr Cobham says. “It’s normal, and helpful – without anxiety
we wouldn’t look when we cross the road, or make an effort when sitting
an exam.”
However Dr Cobham says the distinction between every day worry and
critically significant anxiety is the extent of distress and interference
caused – to the child or to their family. For example, a child who sleeps in
their parent’s bed every night might not be distressed – but their parents
may well be!
Dr Cobham suggests strategies for parents and stepparents to help kids
deal with anxiety include encouraging children to learn to problem-solve
for themself, encourage gradually facing avoidance situations (such as
returning to their own bed through a phased approach), and importantly,
modelling brave behaviour themselves. “Parents underestimate the
impact of kids observing their behaviour,” she says. “And the conclusions
they draw about that behaviour.”
When negotiating divorce and the challenges of introducing a new
partner or step-parent, Dr Cobham suggests incorporating strategies
that are known to be useful in dealing with major change:
• Normalise and validate what the child is feeling. Acknowledge that
significant and big change is occurring at home, and reassure kids that
any emotional reaction (within reason) is normal and OK, from anger to
confusion or fear.
• Encourage kids to talk. Dr Cobham says this can be more difficult for
adolescents and boys, but keeping open communication through ageappropriate channels will help parents identify and support kids through
changing times.
• Make an effort to continue to spend time with the kids, so they don’t
feel cast aside for the new partner.
Triple P Positive Parenting Program has released its Fear-less Program,
aimed at helping parents of children with anxiety to understand
what anxiety is and what keeps it going and learn tactics for anxiety
management.
Professional help can smooth the transition from single to stepparent –
understanding the situation and underlying factors, recognising your role,
and being open to change are critical to ‘stepping up’ as a parent to kids
who are not biologically your own.
More:
Relationships Australia: www.relationships.org.au
Triple P Fear-less Program: www.exp.psy.uq.edu.au/fearless/
Wiltshire Family Law: www.wiltshirefamilylaw.com.au/

Find us on Facebook or
visit pacificfair.com.au

Family law considerations

WHETHER YOU’RE SPLITTING UP OR GETTING TOGETHER, IT PAYS TO
CONSIDER YOUR LEGAL STANDING TO PROTECT YOUR ASSETS – AND
YOUR FAMILY. WE SPOKE TO WILTSHIRE FAMILY LAW’S MANAGING
PARTNER, ANDREW WILTSHIRE, FOR HIS TOP TIPS.
UNCOUPLING
If you’re facing separation, Andrew recommends the following:
1. Get legal advice quickly. “Particularly for females,” he says,
“there are certain steps we can take to ensure you have financial
support from the get-go.”
2. Note that assets and liabilities are valued at the date an
agreement is entered into, or a court order is made – not the date
of separation.
3. Consider custody arrangements. A parenting plan is an
agreement between two parties, but is not enforceable by the
Family Court, whereas a court order is final and binding. Andrew
says, “A relatively low percentage of people require a parenting
plan or court order. We stress that the paramount consideration
is the best interests of the children. Under the Family Law Act,
children are the only parties who have rights – not the parents.”
RECOUPLING
Setting off on the sea of love? Ensure it’s smooth sailing with
Andrew’s tips:
1. New family dynamics such as a change in residence or adding a
new partner to the family can by a “flashpoint” for the ex. Andrew
says, “All major long-term decisions which affect the child’s
circumstances require a degree of consultation with the other
parent, and should be dealt with sensitively.”
2. Be aware that court orders with respect to custody
arrangements are final and are not subject to change, unless there
is a significant and substantial change in the child’s circumstances.
Both parties need to contemplate potential future circumstances
when entering into an agreement.

Little Paccas.
Lots of fun
for everyone
Little Paccas exclusive kids club is
great fun for little ones, with special
shows, events and offers.
To find out how you can join,
visit pacificfair.com.au

3. When it comes to custody, kids’ views count. Andrew says,
“Any views expressed by the child are taken into account by the
Court.“ This is especially true for teens – custody arrangements
that may have worked in early years may no longer be relevant or
desired by a teen child. Especially if that involves residing with a
parent’s new partner and children. Communication and sensitivity
is key.
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Words: Courtney Tuckett

DRINK TWO LITRES OF WATER EVERY DAY. NO, THREE. BUT NOT TOO MUCH, OR YOU’LL AFFECT YOUR ELECTROLYTE LEVELS. WEAR SPF50. BUT MAKE
SURE YOU GET SUN EXPOSURE FOR VITAMIN D. TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOU. BUT MAKE A TO DO LIST AND ENSURE IT’S COMPLETE BEFORE BED FOR A
SOUND SLEEP. GET EIGHT HOURS IN BED EVERY NIGHT. BUT GET UP AN HOUR BEFORE THE REST OF THE HOUSE FOR YOGA AND MEDITATION.

With so many recommendations and ‘experts’
offering ways to boost our happiness and live
our best life, the thought of meeting all the
daily quotas and requirements for health can
be overwhelming. For some, the avalanche of
advice is too much to digest, so we ignore it
all, spend too long slumped over workstations
and not enough nourishing our bodies – then
wonder why we fall in a heap when we take
a well deserved break. For others, ‘wellness’
becomes an all-consuming goal, requiring a
huge investment of time, money and energy
– so much so that the pursuit of being healthy
can leave us exhausted.

FINANCE

We tapped into haven’s health and lifestyle
gurus to deliver a quick list of things you can
do every day to improve the quality of your life,
reduce stress and amp up your happy factor.
Our challenge? We asked our Dream Team for
the ONE thing they would recommend we do
every day, in their area of expertise. Then we
gave each tip a test drive, before compiling
them here for you. Give them a go – whether
you choose to embrace all our tips or dabble
with just a few, there’s no harm in trying. And
you never know, you might just uncover some
new ways to turbo charge your life. Let’s go!

haven tried and tested: We dropped our daily
coffee budget into a jar on the kitchen bench
and brewed green tea at home instead. Result?
Enough funds at the end of the month for a
knock-out dinner date. (Sleeping better from
less caffeine and more cash? Winning!)

14
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Ron Gibson from Gibson & Associates says,
“Before you buy anything, ask yourself if you
really need it. And it doesn’t matter what it is –
you don’t need it.” Discretionary spending is a
huge drain on family resources, says Ron.
A cheeky latte after the school run? A new
outfit for date night? New home decor to
go with the change in seasons? If financial
pressures are bringing you down, cut your
discretionary spending. Follow Ron’s advice,
even if just for a month and see what difference
it makes.

FITNESS
You’ve got to expend more energy than your
daily intake. We all know it, but it can be hard to
gauge some days. And does walking round your
local shopping centre in search of a last minute
birthday gift count?

Fitness trainer Fe Taylor’s top tip to turbo
charge your day is simple: 10,000 steps. Fe
says, “It’s the minimum we need to move in
a day. So buy a pedometer or download a
pedometer app and aim for the 10K.”
haven tried and tested: We thought we were
relatively active until we tried this. A couple
of desk-bound days soon had us championing
the before-school walk with the kids to get our
steps up.
SKINCARE
You already cleanse, moisturise and use an
SPF50 (or you should!). So how can you
soup-up your skincare? Sam Keim from Skin
Matters says, “My all time favourite ingredient
is Niacinamide or Vitamin B3. I suggest a serum
formulation using 10% such as Dermaquest
Niacinamide Youth serum. All skin types and
ages will benefit from B3 and it’s the all-rounder
of skincare ingredients. Some of the numerous
benefits are increased skin immunity and
collagen production, decreased oil production
and pigmentation, increased skin hydration and
it’s an anti-oxidant. It truly is a turbo-charged
serum.”

"The best way to make the most of your day is to hit the big stuff first"
haven tried and tested: We’re nuts for new
ways to keep our glow going. This serum is a
perfect counter-balance to stressed out days,
sleep-deprived nights and the racing calendar
marking years on our face!
LIFE COACH
Pocket Rocket Coach, Debbie Hogg, says the
best way to make the most of your day is to
hit the big stuff first. Debbie says, “I keep top
of mind the Brian Tracy reminder about Eating
the Frog! Yep, get the biggest, toughest, most
challenging job out of the way first. Doing this
then enables me to do all the other medium to
little size jobs and because the biggy is done
and dusted everything else is a breeze.” Debbie
also suggests using the Pomodoro Technique
of working in 25 minute increments to boost
productivity, and being goal-oriented and
focused. “Be crystal clear on what you want to
achieve.”
haven tried and tested: Master multi-skillers
can also be guilty of endless To Do lists with
half-completed jobs. We Ate the Frog, practised
the Pomodoro Technique and set clear goals
every day to track the impact on our efficiency
and productivity, and we’re converted. Try it for
a week and see the difference it makes.

RELATIONSHIPS
Tanya Curtis from Fabic says, “Too frequently in
relationships we focus on the aspects that we
don’t appreciate about people rather than all
that we do appreciate about any other person.
We tend to focus on communicating in a way
that brings the person down, highlights what
they are not doing and draws attention to what
the other person triggers in us.”
Tanya’s top tip for improving relationships on a
daily basis? “What if we all went on a program
and dedicated ourselves to truly expressing all
that we appreciate about the other person” For
example:
“I appreciate: The way you love me
The way I feel safe when I’m with you
The way I feel when I see you walk in the
room
The way you take such care when you …”
haven tried and tested: We shared the love
with every member of our family, from the
pre-schooler to the man of the house. What
a way to start (and end!) the day. The biggest
impact? The fiercely independent and wilful four
year old, who positively glowed when told we
appreciate his imagination and creativity (while
cleaning up the craft cyclone he created in
every room of the house). And when you share

appreciation for others, it comes right back
atcha. Give it a try tonight.
KIDS
Kirsty Boniface from Learning Blocks says
her top tip to boost kids’ learning is to
teach through real life experiences. “Real life
experiences and Problem Based Learning (PBL)
have been proven to be extremely effective as
they are hands on, meaningful and enjoyable.”
Kirsty says, for example, when you are doing
the groceries, ask your child to get beans for
the family for one meal. This requires your child
to calculate the number of people in the family
and the quantity of beans required. Car trips
offer opportunities for problem solving such
as ‘how long will it take us to get there if we
are driving 100km/hour’ or creative games like
‘Finish my sentence’.
haven tried and tested: We practiced counting
in hundreds with car number plates, reading
with street signs and learning fractions in the
kitchen, cooking together. An easy way to
incorporate ‘home work’ at home.
Take a tip – or a few – to start your morning
right, get the most out of your day, and end
your nights on a sweet note. That’s turbo
power.
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Health & wellbeing

Mama ME….
Ahhhhhh!
Words: Fe Taylor

BALANCE. NOT THE TIGHTROPE KIND . . . THE LIFE KIND. THE
ONE THAT WE ALL TALK ABOUT ACHIEVING - LIFE BALANCE
– WORK, FAMILY, FAITH, PERSONAL. ALL THE PIECES OF OUR
LIVES IN PERFECT BALANCE.
Who has it and how did they get it?
I liked to think I had it – I have created a life that gives me
choices. But the truth is, it took a three day health retreat to
prove to me that I may be ever so slightly delusional about
having it!
I have the pleasure of being the casual PT and Health Assessor
at the Cabarita Ocean Health Retreat. But last month I went as
a guest for three whole nights all on my own. Generally people
who head to health retreats are there to reset or kickstart their
health journey, or perhaps to unwind and be educated. I went
there to experience the retreat as a guest and of course, as a
research assignment. I got so much more.
As a busy mum, wife and business owner the initial thought
of heading away albeit down the road to take these days for
myself was daunting. The ‘mother guilt’ crept in. However,
once all my classes and mum duties were covered I packed my
bag and travelled the 20 minutes to sheer bliss!
My days were consumed by delicious meals and snacks
prepared by an amazing team of wholefood chefs and served
to the guests as appointed times. Our mornings were filled
with a range of activities including sunrise walks on the
beach, tai chi, stretch classes, bike rides, stand up paddle
boarding, aqua classes, Pilates and educational sessions from
naturopaths, wellness coaches and the chef.
In the afternoon we had the opportunity to attend the spa for
treatments, laze by the pool or on the beach, sleep or read
and we were encouraged to take a reflective walk along the
beach at sunset. Dinner was served and the evening consisted
of either meditation, yoga or info sessions.
Sounds terrible I know! However, the best part - NO
TECHNOLOGY! Phones and devices were not allowed out of
our rooms – and with a busy morning schedule this meant no
interruptions and no chance to check emails, calls or social
media. How liberating!
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I have had weekends to myself before, but generally this is to complete a
work assignment or finish a massive writing task. The health retreat was
an opportunity to reflect on how busy my life really is – reminding myself
that perhaps the ‘balance’ I thought I had was not entirely there.
So! My challenge to you is to do the same. Save up! Go and do a few
days at a health retreat and consider it an absolute investment in YOU.
Let someone else put meals on the table, let someone else tell you what
you are doing and what time to be ready to go, and let your mind relax,
your body unwind, sleep in the middle of the bed if you want, learn
some new recipes, do some exercise and don’t carry your phone!
I cannot express in these few words just what the gift those three days
have been. A clear and concise reminder that days come and go and
that the balance I seek is actually easier to obtain than I thought. See,
even ‘get life balance’ was on the To Do list! Those days gave me the
opportunity to reflect on my schedule – and realign the priorities.
Whilst I didn’t get to take home the chef or the yoga instructor, I
have become super organised and prepared for our weekly meals and
haven’t missed a sunrise since I went on the retreat. Even on those rainy
mornings – I still get up and did a yoga ‘class’ in my lounge room.

Perfect
Mother’s Day
Gift

Do I have balance now? Hmmmm … maybe not exactly, however I feel
far more organised in the kitchen and with the ME time schedule as I am
definitely more connected to my goals.

Can’t get away for three days?
Here is my DAY RETREAT option:

• Plan for someone else to organise breakfast and the drop off and
pick-ups for the kids.
• Let school and kindy know the emergency contact for the day.
• Take the day off. Cancel all your normal appointments for the day.
• LEAVE the phone in the car – divert it or turn it off!
• Head out before sunrise and find a spot to watch it come up – the
beach, a mountain perhaps.
• Do a yoga, Pilates or meditation class in your area.
• Treat yourself to brunch at a local café. Remember the phone is
still OFF and in the car. Don’t carry it with you.
• Take a notebook and write up your gratitude journal – all the
things you are grateful for.
• Find a park or beach to sit at and write your goals – for the year,
for the quarter and for the month ahead. Where are you heading?
What do you want to achieve for YOU?
• Finish your afternoon with a walk in nature – BREATHE DEEPLY!

It’s just one day. I hope you can seize the
opportunity and tune into YOU.
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Strong is the New Pretty
FOR MUM AND PHOTOGRAPHER KATE T. PARKER,
SNAPPING CANDID SHOTS OF HER DAUGHTERS
HAS DEVELOPED INTO A COMMENTARY ON
HOW TRUE BEAUTY IS IN AUTHENTICITY AND
FEARLESSNESS.
Her Strong is the New Pretty photo series is a
visual love story between mother and daughters –
showcasing her girls and their friends in their natural
character: loud, dirty, strong and competitive. “I
wanted to celebrate these girls as they are, not
how females are expected to be,” Parker said. “The
project became about capturing my girls as they
truly are. I wanted to let my daughters know that
who they are naturally is enough.”

Photographs: ©Kate T. Parker

In her blog, Kate says her message to her
daughters (5 and 8) is, “be strong, be
yourself, be honest and celebrate who you
are”.
In an age of selfies and social media
competition for likes and follows, Kate’s
celebration of her daughters is a stark
contrast to posed, cropped, filtered and
manipulated images of female beauty.
Check out the full photo series at
www.katetparkerphotography.com.

Love this message as much as we do?
Share your pics of your kids in all their vibrant,
cheeky, messy, animated glory at
www.facebook.com.au/havenhub or @havenhub.

One Lifestyle is the new home of health and
fitness at RACV Royal Pines Resort.
Become a One Lifestyle member and have full access to a state of the art
health club with cardiovascular equipment, resistance training machines,
free weights, functional training equipment, group fitness classes and
health assessments.
All memberships include access to:
• Fully equipped gymnasium including 40 cardio machines, resistance
training equipment and free weights
• Group fitness studio classes
• Spin Studio (spin / cycle)
• Personal training
• Health assessments
• Personalised training programs
• Resort pool access with lane ropes, 7 days per week*
Annual Memberships available from as little as $22* per week. Minimum 12
month membership required.
Please call 07 5597 8700 for membership enquiries.
Opening Hours: 6am to 9pm (7 days)
Ross Street, Benowa, QLD. 4217
T: 07 5597 8778
E: royalpines_onelifestyle@racv.com.au
*Conditions apply.
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Endless Love
LOVE OUR COVER IMAGE OF MOTHER AND SON
RACHEL AND RYDER TORTI? THERE’S MORE TO
THIS LOVE STORY THAN MEETS THE EYE.

appreciate the beauty in all of the images. He
had a fantastic eye and captured it perfectly
through the lens.

We check in with Rachel, whose husband Rome
Torti passed away last year after fighting an
incurable malignant brain tumor (a Giloblatoma
Multiforme Grade 4) for more than five years.
Rachel tells us about remembering Rome, and
creating a life of love and memories for herself
and her son.

Haven: How have you adjusted to your new
chapter of life?

Haven: Before his death, Rome produced a
book of his photographic work – Hello Friend.
Tell us how this came about.
Rachel: My sister’s husband, Jake Frost,
had worked closely with Rome for many
years during his time as the Editor of SLAM
Magazine. Rome had spoken about wanting
to do a book for years, so it was perfect when
Jake said he would help him bring it to life. It
was a moving and inspiring process to watch
them work on it together and a heartfelt gift
that Jake gave to Rome and all of us forever.
We have had an overwhelming response to
the book; it’s a stunning visual diary of his
world, the world of skateboarding that was his
life. He lived and breathed it and even if you
have never set foot on a board you can still

Rachel: It’s been a long and exhausting
process, but I am lucky enough to have an
amazing group of friends who have helped lift
me up and support us all through it. Moving
into the Eco Village has also been a perfect
opportunity for us to have a fresh start.

Rachel: Ryder, music, friends and the beautiful
memories.

We are lucky to have some strong male
role models for Ryder to look up to. It is so
important for him to have ‘man time’ and I try
and encourage it as much as we can. Also, my
beautiful mum has been staying with us for
the last 18 months, so she has been a major
support for Ryder and myself.

Haven: In what ways have you grown through
the experiences you’ve been through?

Haven: How do you and Ryder continue to
honour Rome’s memory?

Rachel: I have definitely become a better
person because of it all. I am so very lucky
to have loved that kind of love. It truly was
like a magical, pure love and I am so glad and
honoured to have experienced it. I am also
so very happy we had Ryder. Rome lives on
through him every day.

Rachel: We talk about him every day. We are
so lucky to have so much amazing footage
and photos of him to enjoy forever. We are
honest and open with Ryder about death and
encourage him to talk about it as often as he
needs.
Hello Friend - Life through the Lens of Rome Torti
is available at www.rometortihellowfriend.com.au
and instore at Darkside, Sneak & Destroy and
Precinct Skateshop.

Haven: What do you draw on for inspiration/
motivation?

Haven: How do you counter the challenges of
raising a young man by yourself?

times
Session

hday
Epic Birt
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Party Pa
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visit our website for packages available.
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MONDAY
General Skate: 2.30pm-5.00pm
Learn to Skate: 5.00-5.30pm
Skatefit: 6.00-7.00pm
WED & THURS:
General Skate: 10.30am-5.00pm
FRIDAY NIGHT:
Teen disco: 7.30pm-10pm
SATURDAY:
Learn to skate: 9.30-10.30am
(includes morning session)

JOIN OUR MEMBERS CLUB

GET A FREE PASS
PLUS HEAPS OF EXTRA’S
www.epicskate.com.au

General skate: 10.30pm-7pm
SUNDAY:
General skate
11.00am-4.30pm

Visit w w w . e p i c s k a t e . c o m . a u
for more details o r c a l l 5 5 2 3 9 6 6 0
23 Enterprise Ave, Tweed Heads South, 5 Mins south of Gold Coast Airport

Looking for the perfect
Winter getaway?

Immerse yourself in Vietnam’s culture while enjoying a
range of rejuvenating massages, wraps, body polishes and
facials at the luxury 5 star Fusion Maia Resort & Spa in
Danang – Asia’s first all spa-inclusive Resort!
Our Ultimate Retreat Tour departing 25th July 2015 is
the perfect way to spoil yourself and friends this winter.
The tour includes two luxury spa treatments per person
per day from the extensive range that are available at
Fusion Maia Resort. Experience bustling Ho Chi Minh
City and the serenity of ancient Hoi An including a half
day at Red Bridge Cooking School.
Limited availability so book now to secure your place on
this memorable tour.
Find Out More:
http://focustravelindochina.com.au/haven
or call Belinda Layt on 0425 239 933
belinda@focustravelindochina.com.au
www.focustravelindochina.com.au
‘Like’ us on Facebook & Follow us on Instagram
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may

ALL OF
MAY

DINOSAUR DISCOVERY:
LOST CREATURES OF THE CRETACEOUS
QLD Museum, Level 3, Touring Exhibition Gallery,
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qm.qld.gov.au

ST HILDA’S JUNIOR SCHOOL
MUSICAL – PETER PAN
1pm & 7pm
Arts Theatre, The Arts Centre Gold Coast,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

HUMANOID DISCOVERY –
WONDERS OF THE HUMAN BODY
Queensland Museum, Level 1, Sciencentre,
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.sciencentre.qm.qld.gov.au

1

BRONCOS VS PANTHERS 7.35pm
Suncorp Stadium, 40 Castlemaine St, Milton
www.broncos.com.au

NOW – 26 MAY

COSTUMES FROM THE
GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD
Museum of Brisbane, Gallery 2,
Level 3, Brisbane City Hall,
Adelaide & Ann St’s, Brisbane City
www.museumofbrisbane.com.au

2

BIKE AND STREET FEST
10am – 2pm
Varsity Pde, Varsity Lakes
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

PLAYSCHOOL LIVE IN CONCERT –
ONCE UPON A TIME
Various locations, Brisbane & Gold Coast
www.kidspromotions.com.au

9

3

STEAM TRAIN SUNDAY
10.15am & 11.40am
Roma Street Station, Roma St, Brisbane City
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

CHICKS AT THE FLICKS ADVANCE SCREENING –
PITCH PERFECT 2 6pm
Various locations, Event Cinemas
www.eventcinemas.com.au

20

6

MUMZBUZZ MOTHER'S DAY MINI MARKET
9.30am – 12.30pm
The Lake Cabarita, 2-8 Willow Ave,
Cabarita Beach
www.mumzbuzz.com.au
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COLOR ME RAD 5K
Wet ‘n’ Wild, Entertainment Dr, Oxenford
www.colormerad5k.com.au

17

GOLD COAST SUNS VS ADELAIDE CROWS
5.10pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd,
Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

18
10

DATE NIGHT @ MRS RED’S ART ROOM
6pm – 9pm
Mrs Red’s Art Room,
3/151 West Burleigh Rd, Burleigh Heads
www.mrsredsartroom.com

SOUTH COAST RESTORATION SOCIETY INC OPEN DAY
10am – 3pm
Heritage Park, 193 Rifle Range Rd, Pimpama
www.southcoastrestorationsocietyinc.org.au

7

WOMEN’S HEALTH & WELLBEING EXPO
9am – 4pm
Robina Community Centre,
196 Robina Town Centre Dr, Robina
www.womenshealthandwellbeingexpo.com.au

8 – 19 MAY

NOW – 10 MAY

JOURNEY TO FANTASTIC LANDS
Children’s Art Centre, Gallery 1.4,
GOMA, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

16 – 17 MAY

SURFERS PARADISE LIVE
Various locations, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

CARNIVAL OF THE ANIMALS
Arts Theatre, The Arts Centre Gold Coast,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

DINNER & DISCO @ DOODLEBUGS
INDOOR PLAY & PARTY CENTRE
5pm – 8pm
Doodlebugs, 6/54 Paradise Ave, Miami
www.doodlebugs.com.au
TITANS VS SHARKS 5.30pm
Cbus Super Stadium, Centreline Pl, Robina
www.titans.com.au

8 – 10 MAY

30 APR – 2 MAY

GOLD COAST SUNS VS
BRISBANE LIONS
4.35pm
Metricon Stadium, NerangBroadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

8

16

SAY G’DAY TO JAY KINDY CONCERT
10am & 1pm
GCCEC, Cnr Gold Coast Hwy &
TE Peters Dr, Broadbeach
www.qld.gov.au/kindyconcerts

MOT HER'S DAY

MOTHER’S DAY CLASSIC
6am – 11am Cultural Forecourt, South Bank Parklands
7.30am - Pratten Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
www.mothersdayclassic.com.au
QSO FAMILY SERIES – LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
11.30am
The Courier-Mail Piazza, South Bank Parklands
www.qso.com.au
MOTHER’S DAY SCREENING –
THE SOUND OF MUSIC 50TH ANNIVERSARY 2pm
Various locations, Event Cinemas
www.eventcinemas.com.au

BEACHFRONT MARKETS 20TH BIRTHDAY
4pm – 8pm
Surfers Paradise Foreshore,
Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

BRISBANE LIONS VS PORT ADELAIDE
4.40pm
The Gabba, Vulture St, Woolloongabba
www.lions.com.au

BRING YOUR BABY –
PITCH PERFECT 2 10.30am
Various locations, Event Cinemas
www.eventcinemas.com.au

19

LITTLE PACCAS KIDS CLUB –
WORLD CULTURAL DAY
9.30am – 1.30pm
Pacific Fair Riverwalk (under the big tree),
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au/clubs/little-paccas-kids-club
PARENT WORKSHOP –
SKILL BUILDING IN FRIENDSHIP 9.30am
Master Institute, Ashgrove Serviced Offices,
Level 1 ‘Highpoint Plaza’,
240 Waterworks Rd, Ashgrove
www.masterinstitute.com.au

15 20

BRING YOUR BABY –
PITCH PERFECT 2
10.30am
Various locations, Event Cinemas
www.eventcinemas.com.au

MILLION PAWS WALK
10am – 1pm
The Great Lawn,
Broadwater Parklands, Southport
10am – 1pm
Cultural Forecourt, South Bank
www.millionpawswalk.com.au

PARENT WORKSHOP –
SKILL BUILDING IN MANAGEMENT
OF ANGER
9.30am
Master Institute, Ashgrove Serviced Offices,
Level 1 ‘Highpoint Plaza’, 240 Waterworks
Rd, Ashgrove
www.masterinstitute.com.au
COPPÉLIA
Opening night 7pm
The Arts Centre, Gold Coast
www.theartscentregc.com.au

21 – 24 MAY

SANCTUARY COVE INTERNATIONAL
BOAT SHOW
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycoveboatshow.com.au

21

BLUES ON BROADBEACH MUSIC FESTIVAL
Various locations, Broadbeach
www.bluesonbroadbeach.com

23

GOLD COAST SUNS VS COLLINGWOOD
4.35pm Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

ART ON THE WILD SIDE (OPENS)
Children’s Art Centre, Gallery 1.4, GOMA, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au

25

COMMUNITY TALKS – ANXIETY
10.30am – 12pm
Nerang Branch Library,
Cnr Price & White St’s, Nerang
07 5581 7180

26
27

Brisbane

markets

YOUNG DESIGNERS MARKET
3 MAY 10am – 4pm
Little Stanley Street, South Bank
www.youngdesignersmarket.com.au
MT MARIA COMMUNITY MARKET
9 MAY 8am – 12pm
Mt Maria College, 54 Prospect Rd,
Mitchelton
www.facebook.com/mtmariamarkets
BRISSTYLE INDIE MARKET
9 MAY 9am – 3pm
City Hall, Brisbane City
www.brisstyle.com.au
BILLYCART MARKETS
16 MAY 1pm – 5pm
Sacred Heart Primary School,
92 Brighton Rd, Sandgate
www.billycartmarkets.com.au

Arts Theatre, The Arts Centre Gold Coast, 135 Bundall Rd,
Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

BABY & KIDS MARKET
17 MAY 9am – 12pm
McKennariey Centre, St Joseph Nudgee
College, 2199 Sandgate Rd, Boondall
www.babykidsmarket.com.au

PARENT ONLINE VIRTUAL WORKSHOP –
SKILL BUILDING IN MANAGEMENT OF WORRY
9.30am Online
www.masterinstitute.com.au

THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS
30 MAY 9am – 1pm
Everton Park Hotel, 101 Flockton St,
Everton Park
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au

26 – 29 MAY I AM JACK

29

PARENT ONLINE VIRTUAL WORKSHOP – SKILL
BUILDING IN IMPULSE & ATTENTION CONTROL
9.30am Online
www.masterinstitute.com.au

29 MAY – 8 JUN

COOLY ROCKS ON
Coolangatta Rd & Tweed St, Coolangatta
www.coolyrockson.com

PARENTING COURSE –
RAISING RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE 9am – 3pm
Broncos Leagues Club, 98 Fulcher Rd, Red Hill
www.fabic.com.au

30

BUST A MOVE 9am – 4pm
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, Merivale & Glenelg St’s,
South Bank
www.bustamove.org.au
TITANS VS RABBITOHS 3pm
Cbus Super Stadium, Centreline Pl, Robina
www.titans.com.au

MATER LITTLE MIRACLES 5K WALK 9am
Cultural Forecourt, Melbourne St, South Bank
www.materlittlemiracles.org.au
SOUTHPORT YACHT CLUB OPEN DAY 9am – 2pm
Southport Yacht Club, 1 Macarthur Pde, Main Beach
www.southportyachtclub.com.au
MONSTER MACHINERY DAY 9am – 2pm
Broadwater Parklands, Marine Pde, Southport
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

31

POP-UP SUITCASE RUMMAGE
31 MAY 11am – 4pm
Powerhouse Plaza, 119 Lamington St,
New Farm
www.brisbanepowerhouse.org
JAN POWERS FARMERS MARKETS
2 + 16 MAY 6am – 12pm
Manly Harbour, Royal Esplanade, Manly
3 MAY 6am – 12pm
Blackwood St, Mitchelton
Every Saturday 6am – 12pm
The Brisbane Powerhouse,
119 Lamington St, New Farm
Every Wednesday 10am – 6pm
Queen St Mall, Bridge End, Brisbane City
www.janpowersfarmersmarkets.com.au
EAT STREET MARKETS
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Hamilton Wharf, Northshore, Brisbane
www.eatstreetmarkets.com
BOUNDARY STREET MARKETS
Every Friday 4pm – 10pm
Every Saturday 10am – 10pm
Every Sunday 10am – 3pm
Cnr Boundary & Mollison Streets,
West End
www.boundarystreetmarkets.com.au
COLLECTIVE MARKETS
Every Friday 5pm – 9pm
Every Saturday 10am – 9pm
Every Sunday 9am – 4pm
Stanley Street Plaza, South Bank
www.collectivemarkets.com.au

Gold Coast

ART & CRAFT BEACH MARKETS
3 + 17 MAY 8am – 2pm
Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
10 + 24 MAY 8am – 2pm
Queen Elizabeth Park, Marine Pde, Coolangatta
31 MAY 8am – 2pm
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads
www.artandcraft.com.au

THE VILLAGE MARKETS
3 + 17 MAY 8.30am – 1pm
Burleigh Heads State School Oval,
1750 Gold Coast Hwy, Burleigh Heads
24 MAY 8am – 1pm
Paradise Point Parklands,
The Esplanade, Paradise Point
www.thevillagemarketsgc.com.au
GOLD COAST DESIGN COLLECTIVE MARKET
3 MAY 9am – 2pm
Burleigh Heads RSL, Sixth Ave, Burleigh Heads
www.goldcoastdesigncollective.bigcartel.com
RETRO BEACHSIDE STREET PARTY
31 MAY 9am – 2pm
La Costa Motel, 127 Golden Four Dr, Bilinga
www.goldcoastdesigncollective.bigcartel.com
MARKETTA STREET FOOD
Rabbit + Cocoon Creative Precinct,
23 Hillcrest Pde, Miami, Gold Coast
Every Friday 5pm – 10pm
Saturday 4pm – 10pm
www.miamimarketta.com
FINE FOOD & FARMERS’ MARKET
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Palm Beach Currumbin State High School,
Thrower Dr, Palm Beach
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Helensvale State High School,
243 Discovery Dr, Helensvale
Every Sunday 6am – 11.30am
Gold Coast Turf Club, Racecourse Dr, Bundall
www.yourlocalmarkets.com.au
SURFERS PARADISE BEACHFRONT MARKETS
Every Wednesday, Friday & Sunday 5pm – 10pm
Surfers Paradise Foreshore, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

Byron Bay

BYRON BAY COMMUNITY MARKET
3 MAY 8am – 3pm
Butler Street Reserve, Byron Bay
www.byron-bay.com/markets
BANGALOW MARKETS
24 MAY 9am – 3pm
Bangalow Showgrounds, Bangalow
www.bangalowmarket.com.au
BYRON FARMERS MARKET
Every Thursday 8am – 11am
Butler Street Reserve, Byron Bay
www.byron-bay.com/markets
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Behaviour

SIBLING
RIVALRY
Words: Tanya Curtis

TOO FREQUENTLY WE ACCEPT SIBLING RIVALRY
AS A NORM -“THAT’S JUST WHAT SIBLINGS DO!”
SIBLINGS SOMETIMES FIGHT, CALL EACH OTHER
NAMES, ARE IN COMPETITION WITH EACH OTHER
AND CAN OFTEN BE MEAN TO EACH OTHER.
Why do we accept sibling rivalry as “just the
way it is?”
Could it be that siblings also have the potential
to be great friends, to love and embrace
each other and to learn to work together as
a team rather than in competition with each
other? Could it be that these siblings are here
together for a reason, such as, to learn to be
each other’s teachers as they embrace being a
student of life together?
In the clinical setting I often have parents report
that many of the behavioural issues in the
home setting are a result of negative sibling
interactions. Siblings fighting over who won or
lost, who gets in the front seat, who got more
dessert, who did what when! It feels for many
families that this is a constant way of being - a
way of being that is negatively impacting on all!
At Fabic we embrace the principles that:
1. Wanted behaviours must be taught and not
expected.
2. If you say STOP you must also say START.
3. All unwanted behaviours are in response to
a person being presented with an aspect of
life they don’t feel like they have the skills to
respond to.
What this means is it is not only about telling
our children to stop fighting but it is really
about teaching them how to respond to the
parts of life they are struggling with, that is,
teaching them the skills so they feel equipped

to respond to the part of life their sibling has
presented to them that are struggling with. Our
role is teaching our kids how to self master all
aspects of life.

• React when I make a mistake and don’t feel
like I’m perfect

One aspect of where society is failing, is that
we often EXPECT people to know ALL the
wanted behaviours to respond to ALL aspects
of life. This model is actually setting everyone
up to fail as it is not possible to know how
to deal with all aspects of life all of the time.
School curriculum offers learning in many
areas – how to read, write, calculate maths
etc, but it does not teach us how to be the
masters of our own lives, as we are presented
with so much more in life outside of the school
curriculum. It is in these aspects of life that we
could also benefit from learning the required
skills to respond to them.

The fact is, knowing how to develop and
maintain a loving relationship with our siblings
or any other person is not something that
comes automatically. It is a skill that is required
to be taught and not expected.

For example learning how to:

• Be loving and accepting of each other

• Win and lose

• Deal with all that challenging situations my
sibling brings to our time together.

For siblings to have loving relationships we
will often teach each person how to:
• Understand themselves
• Understand each other
• Communicate and express with each other
• Interact
• Deal with whatever life is asking

• Behave when I get any smashed pictures

Siblings are here in life together for a reason.
Whether their time together is positive or
negative will be influenced greatly by what we
do and do not teach our children.

• Be when someone says a mean comment

More at: www.fabic.com.au

• Respond to conflict
• Deal with loss

BEHAVIOUR
SPECIALIST
Multi-Disciplinary Centre
Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

Fabic Services

•
•
•
•

Individual consultations for children, teenagers & adults
Assessments for cognition, achievement, development & behaviour
Training for individuals, groups, families and organisations
Products to support with behaviour change at home, school and/or
work settings
Please visit our website for further information.

Ph: 07 5530 5099 | www.fabic.com.au
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Family health

Breaking the Sugar Addiction
Words: Dr Elen ApThomas

THERE HAS BEEN MUCH IN THE PRESS RECENTLY ABOUT THE NEGATIVE
EFFECTS OF SUGAR. IS SUGAR REALLY THAT MUCH OF A PROBLEM? YES, IT IS!
RESEARCH IS NOW SHOWING US THAT SUGAR AND FRUCTOSE ARE A MUCH
GREATER HEALTH HAZARD THAN SATURATED FAT AND IN FACT IT IS ONE OF
THE LEADING CAUSES OF HEART DISEASE.
Many people know that eating high levels of sugar can cause Type 2
diabetes. This means that our body is no longer able to move the sugar
out of our blood stream and put it into our cells. The sugar causes lots
of inflammation and damages the wall of our arteries causing many
problems including heart disease, stroke and poor circulation. What a
lot of people don’t realise is that to absorb sugar from food we have to
convert it into glucose and fructose and it is actually the fructose that
causes the greatest problem. Glucose is used by every cell in our body but
we don’t have the ability to use fructose well so we convert it into fats
that damage the walls of our blood vessels, are stored as fat in the liver
and make us put on weight really easily.
If you need even more reasons to reduce your sugar intake it is alarming
to know that the higher our sugar intake the greater our risk is of
developing cancer and if we are unfortunate enough to already have
cancer then sugar is the cancer cells’ favourite food to eat in order to
grow, strengthen and spread.
One of the biggest problems with sugar is that it is highly addictive. After
having a sugar hit our blood sugar levels rise and we feel good for a while
but two hours later our blood sugar level drops and we feel tired and
crave the next sugar hit. Even more concerning is the fact that sugar -

and similarly with recreational drugs - causes the release of dopamine in
the brain which is linked to our reward feel good pathways. The more we
have the more we crave, just to make us feel good emotionally.
So how do we break the cycle? Focus your sweet treats on the naturally
occurring sugars in fruit as they come with high levels of fibre and lower
levels of glucose and fructose. This slows down our absorption of sugar,
allowing our body to cope better. Starting the day with a high protein
breakfast such as eggs or protein shakes allow our body to get energy
from protein instead and help to stabilise blood sugar levels keeping our
energy higher and reducing our sugar cravings. Taste buds adjust to lower
levels of sugar once they haven’t been exposed to sugar for a few weeks
helping us to be satisfied with lower amounts and importantly we need to
find other ways of rewarding ourselves and our children that aren’t sweet
treats such as more savoury foods, a walk in nature or a massage.
More: www.medsan.com.au

A New Approach to
Fertility & Family Health
The Medical Sanctuary brings together a unique
combination of practitioners & modalities to ensure
your family receives truly natural holistic treatment.

• Holistic Medical Doctors
• Naturopaths • Osteopath
• Hypnotherapist • Homeopath
• Acupuncturist • Massage
• Energy Healer & Psychic

150 Ashmore Road, Benowa
Book today, you will feel better for it

www.medsan.com.au

5564 5013
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Carrara Markets

Movie World

Helensvale

win

One lucky reader will win a $100 Harbourtown gift card just for sending in a photo of their kids in action!
Email us a pic of your kids enjoying some fun in our beautiful city to editor@havenmagazine.com.au
Please include your child's name, age and location.
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AR T P ROJE CT S
with Mrs Red

Want to
be social?
Hang out With
us at haven Hub
Plus haven online

FREE weekly newsletter
including what’s on
Gold Coast - Brisbane

Sign up today at

www.havenmagazine.com.au
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Free your mind with doodling

By now, most of you would have heard about Mrs Red’s ‘Wine &
Untangle’ and possibly the school holiday ‘Kids Untangle’. So what is
this all about? Well, it all began with one mum walking in to collect her
daughter from a Saturday art class and we had just completed some very
impressive seahorse drawings with watercolour followed by doodling with
a black pen. The mum sat down, slapped both hands on the table and
said, ‘I’m not leaving until you turn this project into an adult’s class and
there must be wine involved’! Not hard to see where the word ‘Wine’
came from and the "Untangle" has a double meaning, unwinding is
one and the other is from a registered word Zentangle which is a more
detailed doodling process, created in America.
Doodling is a very therapeutic way of doing art. And the best part about
doodling is ANYONE can do it! When we do a doodling project in a
Saturday Kids class and parents come to collect their kids, they always
comment on the wonderful atmosphere of the art room because the kids
are extremely relaxed and calm. This is what doodling does! You would
think that 15 women (with wine) in the art room would be like a bunch of
gaggling geese but it can be quite the opposite as the doodling has the
same effect, it just chills you out.
What is doodling? Doodling is mindless pattern making with no end in
sight. A lot of people will doodle while on the phone or in a lecture. It’s
possible because it is a sub-conscious state of mind. You don’t have to
think about what you are creating, just let the pen go where it wants.
It is actually a very healthy way to listen and stay focused. I recently
attended an AGM for my husband’s business and within 20 minutes of the

“Life is a work of art, if you don’t like
what you see, paint over it” Anonymous
first speaker my eyes grew tired, not because of the speaker
but because my eyes were staring at the stage and I was just
sitting there listening. So I discreetly pulled out my A5 journal,
grabbed my black pen (I had already prepared the page with
watercolour) and completed a whole doodling in the next
hour. I listened to everything the speaker said, didn’t lose my
focus, looked up at the screen at the appropriate moments
and couldn’t wait for the lunch break to be over so I could start
again with the next speaker! Next time you are in this situation
or talking on the phone with a pen and paper handy, give it a
go, you won’t stop!
What happens at a Wine & Untangle? Each month there is
a new theme. In April we did poppies because of Anzac Day.
Last October we did a jellyfish because that is the month
the jellies float our way. No art experience is necessary as I
guide everyone through, usually with a quick demo first. We
start with putting watercolour down and then doodle to your
heart’s content once the paper is dry. Mrs Red’s has been
doing Wine & Untangle now for about 18 months with some
ladies returning every month for their ‘fix’! Another great thing
about attending a Wine & Untangle is you immediately become
a doodling expert and you can go home and do your own
doodling classes with the kids!
To find out more info about Wine & Untangle and all of the art
classes and workshops we run for kids and adults please visit the
website www.mrsredsartroom.com.au and I look forward to having
you along in one of the classes where you will walk out as a chilled
out doodling expert!

Did you know

A study conducted
by Professor Jackie
Andrade in 2009 found
that doodlers recalled
facts 30 percent better
than non-doodlers.

Some kids
kids just
just think
think
Some
the words
words are
are meant
meant to
to
the
look this
this way.
way.
look
How frustrating
frustrating
How
would this
this be?
be?
would

Real Acne Solutions
Don’t put up with breakouts any
longer – you can have healthy
clear skin for a lifetime.
Proven results in acne management
– book your consultation today.

Don’t overlook this
common eye
problem.
Book a comprehensive
eye & vision check today.
Phone 5520 5900

www.harmonyvision.com.au

95 Ashmore Rd, Bundall 4217
P 07 5538 1844 W e-sab.com.au E info@e-sab.com.au
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The Daddy Diaries

It’s a Dad Thing
Words: Anthony Sherratt

I RECENTLY TOOK THE TWINS TO A LARGE PUBLIC PARK WHEN WE WERE
ON HOLIDAY IN NEW ZEALAND. IT FEATURED A GIGANTIC FLYING FOX
THAT LOOKED TOO HIGH AND FAST FOR MY GIRLS BUT OF COURSE THAT
DIDN’T STOP THEM.
What did stop them was when they got off, not being able to pull the
zipline back because of the steepness of the hill section. You would have
to be almost six foot tall to do so.
So of course I jumped up and pulled the saddle up the incline to a waiting
line of eight or nine where the next child was also quite small. So I jogged
after her and carted it back along the entire run and then up the hill.
And again. And again. For the next twenty minutes I went back and
forth. For the children. Then on about my 50th journey another father
appeared at the base of the hill.
With just a nod he took the rope from me and went up the hill. I did the
long flat and he did the hill. Not long after a third father appeared and,
once again with just a nod, made himself part of the support crew for the
children.
Ten minutes later another father relieved me and for the next hour or so
we swapped in and out of the production line.
All without a single spoken word. It was just a responsibility. Something
to be done so we simply did it. A lot of women complain about their
husbands not talking but sometimes you don’t need to talk but just to
understand.
It’s a dad thing.
They mightn’t be engaging the same way you do, but most dads are
bonding with their child almost osmotically.

FREEl

Initia n
tio
Consulta

It’s not about words: it’s just about presence (not to be confused with
presents although sometimes that’s part of the equation too).
It’s just being there when they want to show him they can now stand on
the roundabout. And for a possible ensuing trip to the emergency room.
It’s even more pronounced with daughters where men sometimes
struggle to understand the situation but persevere regardless.
Like when her heart is broken and he doesn’t know what to say so he
just holds her.
It’s grumbling about her wearing make-up then beaming about how
beautiful she is even if she looks like the Joker.
It’s letting go of the two-wheel bike despite saying they wouldn’t.
It’s about suffering silently under a pretty hat at the tea party.
About not showing the hurt the first time she declares she no longer
wants to do that activity with her dad anymore because it’s for babies
and/or boys.
Men don’t use words like women do or how women want. But don’t
mistake a silence for indifference. Most men – real men – would do
anything for their children. It mightn’t come with a running commentary
or outward emotion but when their child is laughing there’s nowhere else
they’d rather be.
And if their kid needs help, he’ll be there. Maybe not always with words
but there regardless.
It truly is a dad thing.

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)
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MOTHER’S CHOICE AFL BOOSTER SEAT

2 NIGHT STAY AT A BIG4 HOLIDAY PARK

Designed to grow with your little footy fan
between 4 – 8 years of age, the Mother’s
Choice AFL booster seat has all of the
features the original Mother’s Choice booster
is renowned for, from 5 adjustable headrest
positions to a reclining backrest to fit a wide
variety of vehicles.

With 180 parks dotted all across our vast
land, there is no shortage of opportunity to
stay with BIG4. Whether planted in iconic
holiday destinations or located in spots that
earn the best-kept secret tag, they have your
accommodation needs covered.

One winner will choose either a Carlton,
Richmond, Collingwood, Hawthorn, Essendon,
West Coast or Fremantle booster seat. (Not
yet available in Brisbane Lions or GC Suns).

This Mother’s Day, BIG4 Holiday Parks are
giving away a fantastic weekend escape. One
lucky winner will score a two-night cabin stay
at any of the 180 BIG4 Holiday Parks around
Australia!

Win it! RRP $149

RRP $400
www.big4.com.au

Win it!

www.motherschoice.com.au

WURU ‘BIRD ON A WIRE’
INTERIOR THROW
Inter-Weave is a NZ firm that designs and
manufactures luxurious wool textiles and
throws. Inter-Weave’s brand Wuru offers
100% bespoke wool and possum blend, New
Zealand designed and woven throws. Crafted
with intricate weaves, these throws are both
sophisticated and elegant.
One winner will get to wrap up warm and
luxuriously this winter when they win an
interior throw in the ‘Bird on a Wire’ design.

Win it! RRP $340

www.inter-weave.co.nz

Giveaways

SKIN MATTERS LUSCIOUS LACTIC PEEL
TREATMENT
Lost your summer glow? Treat your skin to
a lactic acid peel with Skin Matters. Perfect
as we come into the winter months, a gentle
peel to improve your skin’s appearance,
treat fine lines, dry skin, pigmentation and
acne, and unveil a fresh new glow.
One winner will receive a Luscious Lactic
Peel combined with Omnilux Red or Near
infra-red LED treatment to charge up those
tired mummy skin cells!

Win it!

RRP $150
www.skinmatters.net.au

EMISA
COLLECTIONS
JEWELLERY &
ACCESSORIES
Emisa Collections is a boutique business ran
by Emily & Sammy on the Gold Coast. Their
collections comprise of polymer clay jewellery
and accessories. Each bead is lovingly handrolled and then handcrafted into each unique
piece.
One winner will receive a bundle of Emisa
loveliness comprising of a polymer clay
necklace on leather “Black on Black”, a
matching polymer clay bracelet, keychain
and earrings.

Win it!

RRP $104
www.emisa.bigcartel.com

©Disney. All Rights Reserved

You have to be in it to win it! Enter online today!

TICKETS FOR YOUR FAMILY TO SEE
Disney On Ice presents Dare To Dream
Classic meets contemporary in Disney On Ice
presents Dare To Dream. Join your favourite
Disney Princesses in a celebration of 75
years of Disney Princess stories in Brisbane
this June. We have 3 x prize packs of 4 A
Reserve tickets to give away this month!
Each prize pack comes with an interactive
ride element for the winners which is a
money can’t buy experience where two
children take part in a Mine Cart Ride and
interact with Disney characters from Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs!

Win it! RRP $178 (per prize pack)
www.disneyonice.com.au

For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au and follow the link to WIN! Click on the prize you would like
to win and complete the entry form online to enter. Only winners will be notified and entries close on 20 May 2015.
Good luck! Entrants' details may be shared with giveaway sponsor.
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Play… Eat… Shop… Directory
Reeden is a timeless collection of
unique handmade childrens clothing
for Girls & Boys aged 0-6 years.

Pure ce

Dan

Original Designs created for your
children to allow them the freedom
to play, dance, sing & be happy!

Cupid in Disguise
Romantic Surprise Picnic's for 2 on the
Gold Coast, sets up romantic settings for
you and your love one at an location of
your choice on the coast, with a Love
Hamper set out or book a Mother's n
Daughter's Hightea for 2.

P: 0431 602 032
www.reeden.com.au

One call organises it all 0401 422 510
www.cupidindisguise.com.au

Pure Dance and Fun for ages 3-5 yrs.
Ballet and Jazz for ages 5-12 yrs.
At Pure Dance we aim to provide a
safe, welcoming and encouraging
environment that fosters creativity,
co-operation & confidence, as well
as establishing good foundations in
dance and patterns for an active
and healthy lifestyle.

Victoria McLelland
Osteopath
BSc.BASc(Ost)M.Ost

P: 5592 1543

Victoria runs a dedicated newborn, toddler,
and child osteopathic clinic. Treating
unsettled babies, strain from difficult births,
symptoms of colic and wind, "flat-spots"
on the head and stiff necks, breastfeeding
issues including pre and post care tonguetie surgery. Gentle and safe.

E: puredance@australiaonline.net.au
www.puredance.yolasite.com

P: 07 55944 525
www.childosteopath.com.au

Southport Yacht Club
Open Day and FREE
Discover Sailing Day
Sun 31st May 9am - 2pm
FREE 'Open Day including
Discover Sailing' at the
Clubs Main Beach facility.
The event is open to everyone - kids
and adults are given the opportunity
to 'go for a sail' under the guidance of
qualified instructors.
P: 5591 3500
www.southportyachtclub.com.au
www.facebook.com/southportyachtclub

Australian designed and made Lubilu bags are made from luxury
perforated neoprene, and available in a
range of colours. This unique range of
sporty and versatile activewear is fully
washable - perfect for the gym, beach,
and everything in between.
www.lubilu.com.au
lubilu2010
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Yummy Mummy Fitness is the #1 place
to go for mums who want to achieve
their health and fitness goals.
We have helped hundreds of mums
on the Gold Coast gain amazing new
post-baby bodies.
Let us help you create your very own
success story!
P: 0422 189 345
www.yummymummyfitness.com.au

Share what's new, where to shop,
places to play or things to do!
A perfect spot to share a few words
with our readers.
Speak to one of our team today!
Prices starting at $150+GST
advertising@havenmagazine.com.au

FOOD
DECOR
BUSINESS
PROFILES
TRAVEL
ALL ABOUT HER

lifestyle

Food & Nutrition

Kitchen Revolution

Words: Georgia Harding

IT’S HARD WORK BEING A PARENT - IN A WORLD WITH SO MUCH CONFLICTING INFORMATION ABOUT
THE BEST WAY TO PARENT, TOILET TRAIN, EDUCATE, EAT, ETC, IT’S NO WONDER THAT THE AVERAGE PARENT
SPENDS TOO MUCH TIME OVERWHELMED AND CONFUSED.
One of the most common queries I receive
is about the ‘best diet’ for kids. Primarily, I
believe our dietary focus as parents should be
to instill a love of real food in kids, rather than
frighten them to find fault in the things they
eat. The most important gift you can offer your
kids is an understanding of whole food, where
it comes from and how to prepare it.
Get your kids in the garden growing food, take
them to your farmers market, cook with them
and create delicious, precious food memories.
This is the real power and healing that comes
from food. I believe having a relaxed outlook
on life, practising gratitude for all that we
have and not taking food so seriously is an
important foundation of being ‘healthy.’ In
my family we don’t eat food just because it is
healthy, but because we love the way it tastes,
the way it nourishes us and makes us feel
great.
There is no one way of eating that suits
everyone (this is one of the reasons why

Give your child a head
start to their education
p: (07) 5535 4723 / 0409 944 934
Centres in Burleigh and Kingscliff
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I try to offer as many variations on my
recipes as possible). One thing I’ve learned
from consulting with many different people
with various health complaints, is that we
are all individual, with individual nutritional
requirements. What works for one, does not
always suit another.
For example, some people do well on lots of
raw food, for others, it’s really not a good
choice. Individual nutritional requirements
(especially for children) also vary day to day,
season to season, year to year. Life is fluid, as
are your needs.
You really don’t need to follow a specific ‘diet’
to be healthy and raise well nourished kids.
Sharing a variety of unprocessed, fresh, local,
whole foods, prepared in your kitchen and
enjoyed with your kids - that is the very ’best
diet’ for your precious family.

15th MAY
AS A FOOD REVOLUTION AMBASSADOR,
I SHARE THEIR GOAL THAT “EVERY CHILD
SHOULD LEARN ABOUT FOOD, WHERE IT
COMES FROM AND HOW IT AFFECTS THEIR
BODIES.”
Via my website www.wellnourished.com.au,
I am deeply committed to helping guide
parents to raise healthy, food loving kids.
As well as sharing free healthy recipes
(including follow along with the kids
YouTube video recipes), I offer weekly
lunch box inspiration and more.
With diet-related diseases rising at an
alarming rate, it has never been more
important to educate children about
food!
You can connect with Food Revolution Day
at www.foodrevolutionday.com

For more healthy inspiration and recipes, visit
www.wellnourished.com.au
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INGREDIENTS Serves: 4 (small serves)
270ml can coconut cream (I like the Ayam brand)
130ml full-fat milk or almond milk
2-3 tablespoons coconut sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract or powder
4 lemon myrtle leaves (or 2 kaffir lime leaves)
⅓ cup chia seeds (I used white chia)
1-2 tablespoons rice malt syrup or maple syrup
1 tablespoon of water
2-3 passionfruit
METHOD

Chia Creams with
Passionfruit Syrup

1. In a small pot, bring the coconut cream,
milk, coconut sugar, vanilla and lemon myrtle
(or kaffir lime leaves) to a very gentle simmer
for 5-10 minutes until the cream develops a
subtle lemon/lime flavour. Taste and adjust the
sweetness if required.

Words: Georgia Harding

CHIA PUDDINGS ARE A NOURISHING BREAKFAST, BRUNCH OR
EVEN DESSERT THAT THE KIDS CAN EASILY WHIP UP FOR MUM ON
MOTHER’S DAY.

2. Stir in the chia and allow to sit for
approximately 20 minutes (or even overnight) so
that the chia swells and thickens.
3. In a small pot combine the syrup sweetener
and water and gently heat to combine. Add the
passionfruit and stir to combine.
4. Serve the chia cream in a glass topped with
the passionfruit syrup.
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Glam
Boudoir
Lifestyle

To celebrate Mother’s Day and some of
the latest interior trends we are delighted
to embrace our femininity and glam it
up, as we show you how to style your
boudoir.
Our trend crush is gentle and glamorous
yet grounded - soft hues of blush, mint
green and plum with copper and timber.
We add texture and comfort with cosy
throws and rugs to create a warm,
inviting retreat to nurture you as the
weather cools.
As you may know, boudoir is French
for “woman’s bedroom”, but let’s face
it most of us share our bedroom with
one of the male kind (not such a bad
thing!) So, while we will go all out girly
girl (and totally love it), you can take
some inspiration to add touches of glam
and feminine accessories to your shared
space - like a cosy alpaca throw in a
soft hue or perhaps a dreamy artwork.
Balance with some masculine energy
by choosing a more grounded piece in
copper or wood (keeping with our trend
crush) or add some scatter cushions in
black and copper/gold atop neutral bed
linen.
Check out fox & flower’s signature handpainted logs. We love them as bedside
tables. Escape into a dreamland, fit for
the goddess that you are! Be a dreamer,
you deserve it!

THROW IT ON
Add a touch of old style glam to your bed
with this beautiful Santiago Alpaca Throw.
www.inkadesigns.com.au

Colour Crush

THIS MONTH WE ARE CRUSHING
ON A CLASSIC COMBINATION OF
BLUSH AND PLUM

A PERFECT SPOT TO SIT AND SIP.
Kick back with a book and a cup of tea in the
Peacock Chair.
www.monsoon.com.au

VINTAGE NOTEBOOK
www.miamimarketta.com

Blessings to all the fabulous mamas!
Love Fox&Flower xx

Kerry & Carley
Fox & Flower
follow us
LAZY SLEEP-INS BECKON IN THE
KITSON QUEEN BED
www.mattblatt.com.au
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Find Vintage glam
furniture like this
plush velvet chair
from local antique
stores or check out
the op shops, you
never know what
you might find!
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DIY NECKLACE STORAGE
branch out with a unique hanger for
your glam jewels, custom-made by
Mother Nature!
Jewellery from
www.monsoonhomewares.com.au

DELICATE ARTWORK AND
ACCESSORIES
Glam up your dressing table with
pretty blush metal bowls, delicate
china and vintage books.
www.monsoonhomewares.com.au

BEAUTIFUL ACCESSORIES AND GIFTS FOR MUM AVAILABLE
FROM MIAMI MARKETTA
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Travel

Bula Time

CASTAWAY ISLAND, FIJI

Best holiday ever.
CASTAWAY ISLAND, FIJI IS JUST MAGIC, A PRIVATE ISLAND IN THE
HEART OF FIJI’S MAMANUCA ISLAND GROUP. RAINFOREST, WHITE
SANDY BEACHES, CORAL REEFS, THE BLUEST OF WATER AND THE MOST
WELCOMING FAMILY OF STAFF. OUR FIJI HOLIDAY TICKED ALL THE BOXES –
FAMILY TIME, ADVENTURE, PLAY, COUPLE TIME, AMAZING FOOD, CULTURE,
RELAXATION AND OF COURSE FUN.
The quality of our family time can be less than we wish for running
through the swift pace of daily life. I often say that I wish the clock
would slow down and our island paradise seemed to have that effect on
all of us. We held hands while we walked, gazed at the stars, followed
lizards, collected hermit crabs and counted fish – together.
Our family all has a big sense of adventure and there was a list of
action items we had to get through before our week was up on
Castaway! The big girls fell in love with the underwater world that
surrounded us and were forever donning their mask, snorkel and fins.
Lucky for the little fella, he didn’t miss out on all the fun riding in the
glass bottom boat ride, which offered a crystal clear view of what hides
beneath the surface of that azure sea.
The kids seemed to grow wiser on our holiday, perhaps it stemmed from
the view, seeing them relish in all these new experiences and embrace
new foods, sports, traditions and friendships.
We circumnavigated the island by kayak, zipped around on the hobi
cat, bush walked and spent hours playing ball games in the pool and
seaside. The boys were in heaven with a great swell forecast and surf
trips to Cloudbreak. Lots of tall tales were told and by the end of the
holiday, I am sure they were in the pros, surfing 15 foot barrels!
We lived like rock stars one day and took a speedboat trip to a bar in
the middle of the south pacific. This is us at Cloud 9, a two level floating
platform (which we jumped off the top of!) where we soaked up rays,
sipped cocktails and adored the view. An experience like no other.
Any tension from our ‘real life’ was quickly kneaded away with coconut
oil massages under the sheer cloth and tropical thatch roof island bures.
Total bliss and relaxation wasn’t hard to find and the option to indulge
in some beauty fixes such as manicures, pedicures and our kids loved
the iconic Fijian hair braids. We had time to devour a novel and mingled
with other guests at the swim up bar.
Kid’s Club offered different daily activities such as sandcastle
competitions, races, ice cream eating contest, banana leaf weaving,
cooking, coconut hunting, cops and robbers and so much more.
The kids would check out the daily schedule and plan their day to
perfection.
Confession time. I have one negative from the trip – the few kilograms
I gained eating amazing food and overzealously taking up the options
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to eat and drink my way through the day! We booked a meal package, a
set price for each person in our family to eat unlimited meals throughout
the week. The main restaurant was the Water’s Edge Restaurant, and
true to its name it was beachfront with a stellar view and sublime food.
By the second day the chef remembered how I liked my eggs and the
fresh produce was delightful. Each night there was a different buffet
theme: roasts, Asian, traditional Fijian or fresh seafood – the chef and his
team offer amazing choice for an island, the freshest of ingredients and
reinventing traditional dishes with a modern twist. Most lunches we spent
poolside, as the kids didn’t want to go far from the ice cream bar and
loved the burgers and sushi! Happy hour and early dinners were devoured
at the Sundowner Bar - one of the only times I saw a TV the whole week
(Fiji was playing in the rugby).
Dinner dates and happy hour laughs gave us some couple’s time to
recount the day and reconnect. Kid’s Club ran into the evening hours so
it offered more peaceful time for us parents and the kids couldn’t finish
their dessert fast enough to race to Kid’s Club and enjoy the games. The
resort also offered babysitting at such reasonable rates it was easy to
sneak away during the day or after the kids went to bed. Each night there
were activities for the adults too, cane toad races (which we sadly lost
some money gambling on!), beach races and hermit crab duels.
Fijian culture boasts the joy of music and you would not pass a family
staff member without a kind Bula being shared. Frankly I still catch myself
saying Vinaka (thank you) at the local Woolies! Each meal we were
serenaded with the soft sounds of drums and strings and one evening we
were hosted at a Fijian barbeque, dance show and kava ceremony, which
was just amazing! You could day trip to local villages and also try hook
your own dinner with traditional Fiji hand line fishing.
The exquisite experience we shared on this island paradise will be
cherished. Until next time Castaway …
www.castawayfiji.com
www.cloud9.com.fj

Haven special
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A 5 night Castaway Island accommodation package starts from
A$3630 for 2 adults and 2 kids under 12 in an Island Bure. Meal
plans are available year round via Castawayfiji.com.
To book visit castawayfiji.com or visit your local Fiji specialist
travel agent.
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Mamas
that Rock
WE CHAT TO LINDA CALLANDER, WIFE TO PAUL AND MUM TO MIA
(9) AND MACY (7) AND POUND-RESCUE KITTY YASI. LINDA IS AN HR
CONSULTANT WITH HER “FINGERS IN A FEW PIES”, INCLUDING AS
AN INTEGRAL MEMBER OF THE MOTHER’S DAY CLASSIC FUN RUN
COMMITTEE.

Business
TELL US ABOUT YOUR ROLE WITH MOTHER’S DAY CLASSIC.
I’m on the organising committee for the Gold Coast and responsible for
coordinating the children’s area this year. Lots of fantastic local Gold
Coast businesses have jumped on board, which we are so excited about.

WHERE DID THE CONCEPT FOR THE CLASSIC COME FROM?
The Mother’s Day Classic walk or run for breast cancer research was
established in 1998 - it started as literally a walk in the park and has grown
into a major national community event. The founding organisers saw a
similar event overseas and came back to Australia and spoke to Women in
Super about organising an event in Australia. The event, now in its 18th
year (and with 104 events nation-wide) raises money for research into
breast cancer, a disease which impacts one in eight Australian women. The
event, initiated by Women in Super, will this year pass the $25 million mark
in funds raised for National Breast Cancer Foundation research. My family
will be walking the 8km on Mother’s Day this year along with more than
8,500 families across Australia participating in the event.

WHAT’S YOUR BUSINESS BACKGROUND?
I have a degree in Hotel and Human Resource Management and have
been working on the Gold Coast in HR for 20 years! I’ve worked for some
fabulous companies (hotels, department stores and theme parks) and now
am lucky enough to be using all that experience to work as a consultant to
help Gold Coast businesses with all their Human Resources needs. Being a
consultant offers me great family-friendly work hours and versatility.

WHO WERE YOUR MENTORS ALONG THE WAY?
I’ve worked with some fantastic people who have helped me grow and
develop skills that have been useful in my career, and as a mum (for
example, my time management skills!). My fondest work memories are
from when I worked at Daimaru at Pacific Fair with an amazing manager
and team that taught me so much about business and different cultures,
about patience and respect. One of my early mentors was a colleague
whom I sat alongside on a Tourism Committee and worked with on some
amazing projects. She died from breast cancer after a battle that lasted a
number of years. I often wish I could pick up the phone to ask her advice
on a work problem I am struggling with. She is one of the reasons I feel so
strong about MDC and the fundraising effort to help find a cure.
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Home
WHAT TIME DOES A TYPICAL DAY START FOR YOU?
Early! Often before the birds are even up. I like to be out of the house and
at the gym or walking at Burleigh before the family are even out of bed!
Often Mia will come along for a walk (she’s got 5km down pat). It’s such
a nice time to spend with her talking about her day and what she has
planned.

WHO DOES THE COOKING AND CLEANING AT YOUR HOUSE?
I love cooking! And I do all the cooking (except for a random weekend meal
that my husband rarely cooks!) If we have a busy week ahead I’ll spend
Sunday afternoon planning and cooking all our meals for the week. It
means we have a healthy quick choice when we are late home from work
and one of our numerous after school activities. I’m always trying different
recipes, or reworking old favourites (I’ve got more cook books than you
could count). I just took the whole family along to That Sugar Film and
now I am modifying everything to be sugar free. My current two favourite
recipes are Jerusalem Chicken and Kidney Bean Chocolate Cake.

IF YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES TO YOURSELF, WHAT DO YOU DO?
Cook (part of my degree for hotel management meant I spent a year in
a commercial kitchen and I really got the cooking bug!) Or read a book.
Normally I’ll squeeze in a quick walk at the beach to clear the mind.

Kids
WHAT DO YOU DO FOR CHILDCARE?
My girls are both at school but for after-school and holidays it’s a real
juggling act. We’ve tried a few different options over the years including
having a live-in au pair from Germany and trading days with friends. I have
the best mum in the world and great vacation care at school along with
some awesome babysitters who are only a phone call away.

DO YOUR KIDS DO MANY EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES?

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BEAUTY TIP FOR MUMS?

Yes – drama, tennis, swimming, gymnastics and netball (I’m even
coaching my daughter’s netball team this season – this draws on all my
negotiating skills).

Having a sister who is a magazine editor helps, a lot! But really for me it’s
about finding products that are quick and easy, that do a good job and
are as natural as possible. Right now I’m loving BB Cream and I could kiss
the person who invented dry shampoo.

WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN AS A FAMILY?
We all love travelling when we have a longer break, but for the weekend
a walk around Burleigh’s national park or trip to the beach is always on
the cards followed by brekky somewhere in Burleigh.

Fun
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING TO DO FOR DATE NIGHT WITH YOUR
PARTNER?
Dinner, definitely! We love to try out new restaurants and support local
businesses. Any time for just us together is so valued.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE GOLD COAST PLACE?
Burleigh! Hands down. But we are avid Sun’s fans and never miss a home
game.

FAVOURITE PLACE TO SHOP?
I like to save my shopping up for holidays when I’m away and have lots of
time to browse and decide.

Tips
MUST-HAVE PARENTING TIP OR TOOL?
Choose your battles (does it really matter if they wear their tutu to the
supermarket?) and don’t sweat the small things. They just grow up so
quickly and I really want to remember these times together when they
still want to be around me!

HOW ABOUT FAVOURITE PLACE TO EAT OUT AS A FAMILY?

CAN YOU SHARE ANY TIPS ON FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE AND THAT
JUGGLING ACT?

We love the outdoor deck at Oskars for a long Sunday brekky and are
regulars at Sushi in James Street. Street Corner is a fave of ours as well.

No! You just have to go with the flow and with what works for you. Lots
and lots of lists at our place.

Girl stuff

HOW DO YOU STAY MOTIVATED?

WHERE DO YOU HEAD TO WHEN YOU GET TIME FOR A GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT?
Depends – often just the drinks at a girlfriend’s house overlooking
the water or a maybe a mojito at Justin Lane. My husband and I love
entertaining so often everyone – the boys and girls and all the kids - end
up at our place where I’ll cook for everyone!

Cosmetic Surgery, Beauty & General Health

Take a deep breath, realise that being a mum is by far the hardest job I
have ever had (managing 400 staff seems like a breeze in comparison)
but watching my gorgeous girls grow up has made me appreciate my
mum so much and the smile on their face when they see me at the end
of the day or when they slip their hand into mine walking down the street
– that does it for me!

NEED A
GOOD DOC?

See Our Doctors if Quality & Experience matters to you!
Dr Atia - Cosmetic Surgery & Skin Cancer
Dr Maria Macaspac - GP & Womens Health
Dr Dhei Abbod – GP General Health
Dr Farid Razzaghi – GP Family Health
Beauty/Dermal Therapists – Monika & Sandra

Medical consults Bulk Billed

20 See our
Wrinkyrs exp Dr
le
for
& g Injectab
LED tret FREE les
wortheatment
$200

CIRCUS W AERIAL ARTS
ACROBATICS W DANCE
Boys & Girls from 2 yrs
Circus fun & trapeze
all under the one roof!
School Holiday Workshops
Birthday Party Packages

Ask abou

t our FREE trial

Burleigh Heads

p: 5522 0702
Have you had your Skin Cancer check this year?
New to Alive - get a free Skin O2 makeover voucher
worth $100 for you or a friend

e: academy@aerialangels.com.au

www.aerialangels.com.au

Ph 07 5535 5170

Shop 122B Stocklands Shopping Centre
Open: Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat 8-12

www.aliveclinics.com.au
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This is me …

HAVEN UNCOVERS THE PERSON BEHIND THE “MUM” TAG. SOMETIMES IT’S HARD TO REMEMBER WHO
YOU WERE BC (BEFORE CHILDREN) AND WITH LESS TIME FOR YOU NOW THAT YOU HAVE A FAMILY IN
TOW, RECONNECT WITH US.

BELINDA LAYT
DIRECTOR OF TRAVEL AT FOCUS TRAVEL
INDOCHINA AND MUM TO JESSE (16) AND
ANNABELLE ROSE (12) WITH HUSBAND STEWART.
www.focustravelindochina.com.au
Tell us a little about your role.
I prepare personal holiday itineraries for families
and groups wishing to travel to Indochina.
Together we create unique travel experiences
and plan your memorable tailor-made holiday.
The focus of my business is Indochina: the
countries of Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and
Myanmar (Burma). I have personally travelled
through each country so have extensive
knowledge of the attractions and highlights,
both popular and on the ‘road less travelled’!
What is your favourite travel destination and
why?
One of Asia’s most beautiful secrets - gentle
and enigmatic Laos. This mountainous
landscape is interwoven with forests and
plateaus and has the Mekong River running
through the length of this small landlocked
country. I love how it is so easy to immerse
yourself in Laos’ languid charm – the unspoilt
national parks, waterways and waterfalls of
Southern Laos, plus the divine food and culture
in Luang Prabang, a UNESCO World Heritage
site.
How about your favourite dinner? (And
cooking doesn’t have to be up to you!)
I love grilled seafood with a large salad – this is
my kind of delicious meal! A gluten-free treat
for dessert is always a wonderful way to end a
meal.
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You’ve got a day to yourself – how do you
spend it?
A long walk by the beach, a delicious lunch
with friends including some bubbly, a massage
and some beauty therapy round off the day
perfectly!
Last time you read a personal development
article? What was it about?
A friend of mine, Marnie Dromund sent me a
beautiful and thoughtful gift, her first book,
Embrace Your Journey, A-Z Insights to a
Fulfilling Life. It is full of beautiful imagery and
meaningful, inspirational words. This is perfect
to help me reaffirm positive moments and find
joy every day.
Do you exercise when travelling? How do you
incorporate exercise into a busy itinerary?
Exercise is easy when travelling as I incorporate
it into every day’s events. An early morning
stroll around Hoan Kiem Lake in Hanoi, Vietnam
is a perfect start to the day and ideal to enjoy
the calm mood before the bustling city awakes!
What’s the funniest thing you’ve experienced
in your travels?
In 1992, I had a photo with Flea from the band
Red Hot Chilli Peppers at Vancouver Airport,
Canada without realising who he was!
How did you get the travel bug, and how did
you turn it into a career?
At 23 I ventured overseas and spent over two
years living and working in Europe. I was
fortunate to train as a European tour guide
and had the incredible opportunity to visit
most European cities 11 times. Being able to
share the joy of travel with others instilled an
appreciation and true love of exploration and
travel.

Express Beauty
If you’re anything like us, the morning routine
goes something like this: 4am wakeup call by
Child One, doona fight with three in the bed for
an hour, finally conk out with face smooshed
into the pillow just before wakeup call by Child
Two (or Three, or Four!), race out of bed,
organise the school run like a military dictator,
find the lost shoe/book/permission slip/drink
bottle/car keys, smash down some brekky and
flick some warpaint at your face with the same
routine you’ve been using since BC (Before
Children).

Grimace at the pillow creases, dab at the undereye circles with miracle cream, apply bright lip
gloss to add colour to your pallor, tie hair in a
messy topknot and consider yourself ‘done’.
But with a little prep and some smart beauty
treatments, you can achieve a complete aboutface on your rushed routine. We sourced the
best beauty buys for getting out the door FAST
while ensuring you look your best. Because
pillow creases don’t work for anyone.

Words: Courtney Tuckett

Lush Lashes

The quickest way to wide-awake eyes?
Curled lashes. Make your peepers pop with
an eyelash lift – longer lasting than using
an eyelash curler and worlds away from
the ‘lash perms’ of the 80s and 90s, an
eyelash lift lasts six to eight weeks with
no damage to your natural lashes. Add a
tint and you don’t even need mascara –
beautiful, defined eyes from the minute
you jump out of bed. Or try extensions for
Hollywood eyes every day. Get long and
lifted at Pretty Please Beauty, Mermaid
Beach (check their Instagram feed @
prettypleasebeauty) or try the lash lift at
Amy Jean Eye Couture (Brisbane & Gold
Coast).
www.amyjean.com.au

Brow Raising

One of the fastest ways to look younger
is to define your brows. Lush, thick
brows with tapered ends are instantly
anti-ageing. But who has time for
powders, pencils and waxes – especially
when the kids are bugging you for
bathroom space in the morning? Try
feather touch eyebrow tattooing.
Available in a range of colours to suit all
complexions, feather touch tattooing is
nothing like the block tattooing of old.
Fine strokes mimic the look of individual
hairs, creating a natural finish. On the
Gold Coast, check out iBrow Boutique at
Mermaid Beach and in Brisbane, head to
I Boutique in Hawthorne.

Tantastic

www.ibrowboutique.com
@iboutiqueau

Nail It

Manicured nails always look ‘done’. But
polishes chip, Shellac weakens the nail, and
who has time for regular maintenance?
Bio Sculpture nails are the answer –
natural, organic, with the staying power of
Shellac, a colour range to rival a Pantone
swatch book, and absolutely no acrylics,
dehydrators or primers which damage your
natural nail over time. Earth + Skin, Miami,
nail it every time.
www.earthandskin.com.au

Winter’s coming but
you don’t need to
succumb to vampire
chic. Everyone looks
a little brighter and
fresher with a light
tan – but you don’t
want the sun damage,
ageing and risk of UV
exposure to get the look. Eco Tan is
the answer – an in-salon spray tan gets
you glowing, while the at-home range
keeps you bronzed and beautiful all
winter long. Try the Winter Skin gradual
daily tanner – no mess, no fuss, no risk
of orange skin or patchy knees. Just
beautifully hydrated, lightly tanned skin.
www.ecotan.com.au

Oh! And those pillow creases? Sleep on
a silk pillowcase. Check out the range at
www.slip.com.au and say goodnight to
pillow creases and bed hair.
Now get up and get glowing! Share
your tips for express beauty with us at
www.facebook.com.au/havenhub.
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Mum on the run

Words: Courtney Tuckett

WE’VE ALL HEARD THE COMMENTS AND LIKED THE MEMES – TIGHTS ARE NOT PANTS. UNLESS THEY ARE THESE BABIES; GUARANTEED TO TAKE YOU
FROM THE GYM TO THE SHOPS TO THE COFFEE RUN TO THE SCHOOL GATE IN STYLE. WE HAND-PICKED THE HOTTEST STYLES THIS SEASON TO KEEP
YOUR LOOK FRESH AND FUN. AND LISTEN, IF YOU NEVER ACTUALLY BREAK A SWEAT, WE WON’T JUDGE. BECAUSE WE’RE WEARING THEM TOO.
Brazilian brand Maaji is known and loved for its
swimwear – and the activewear is just as lush.
Masters at contrasting prints, form-fitting cuts
and flattering design, Maaji tights are your legs’
best friend. The contrasting panels on the Moss
Envelope Capri Pant slims the thighs, while the
Dazzling Dark yoga pant is perfect for slouching
or lazy weekends.
www.facebook.com/maajiaustralia

Brisbane-based Abi and Joseph
has a loyal following for a
reason: quality that lasts, prints
that always look fresh and carefully considered
designs to flatter your shape – whatever your
shape. We’re loving the new season prints to
bring a bright start to these chilly mornings. $89
www.abiandjoseph.com
Complete the look with the Nike Air Pegasus
31 ($139.95).Latest season kicks at discounted
prices? That’s worth buying two pairs … or three.
We love the classic black and white, but who can
resist the mega-watt Hyper Pink/Volt?
www.thenextpair.com.au

Eeni Meeni Miini Moh’s ever-popular kids’
yoga leggings are now available in adult
sizes for a limited season. $49.95 each.
With no elastic waist to maximise comfort,
get your hot little hands on these quick –
this special edition will run out fast.
www.eenimeeni.com.au
Dharma Bums brings a graphic aesthetic
and pops of colour to activewear, perfect
for yoga, pilates or just generally stylin’.
The higher waist is perfect for mums who
don’t want to flash their abs, and the full
length style slims legs and provides more
coverage for winter.
We love the Lava Lights, Kaleidoscope
and Candy Cubes designs. $85 from
www.dharmabums.com.au

Australia’s largest

multi-sport & exercise
program for preschoolers
aged 2.5–7 years
Classes available Monday–Saturday

Win!

Get a new season look thanks to Dharma
Bums! One lucky reader will receive a $100
voucher to redeem at www.dharmabums.com.au.
Full length, three quarter length or cropped
leggings? Sports crop, tank or activewear?
You choose.
For your chance to rock a brand new look,
head to www.havenmagazine.com.au and
follow the link to WIN!

Now
on the
Gold Coast

5 sports covered
per term:
Soccer
Basketball
Hockey
AFL
Cricket

Tennis
Athletics
Rugby
Golf
T-ball

Visit us online for locations & times in your area.

readysteadygokids.com.au 1300 766 892
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
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Ask for a
free trial

5 Reasons Why You Need a
Responsive Website Now

Words: Dale Beaumont

RIGHT NOW THERE ARE 16 MILLION SMARTPHONE
USERS IN AUSTRALIA AND IT’S PREDICTED THAT BY
THE END OF 2014, MOBILE USE WILL OVERTAKE
PC USE AS THE MOST COMMON WAY FOR PEOPLE
TO ACCESS THE INTERNET. NOW MORE THAN
EVER IT’S IMPORTANT THAT YOUR BUSINESS HAS
A RESPONSIVE WEBSITE WHICH LOOKS AS GOOD
ON MOBILE AS IT DOES ON A DESKTOP OR LAPTOP
COMPUTER.
We all know how frustrating it is when you load
up a website on your phone and are forced to
scroll endlessly to find the navigation bar, or the
information you’re looking for doesn’t display
properly. If you’re like most people, you probably
just give up and move on to the next site.
I experienced the pain of a trying to use a
non-responsive website for myself recently.
There was something I wanted to buy which I’d
seen online so I went into the city to pick it up.
Once I got there I wasn’t sure exactly where
the shop was so I looked it up on my phone.
Unfortunately I couldn’t navigate to the page the
address was on or even a find phone number so
I ended up having to go somewhere else.
It’s not just about looks - if your site isn’t
responsive, your customers could find it hard to
use and you could miss out on sales.
WHAT IS A RESPONSIVE WEBSITE?
If you want to know what a responsive website
looks like, visit www.businessblueprint.com
and grab a corner. Drag it around to make it
bigger or smaller and notice how the rest of the
content adjusts in scale to fit the screen size.
A responsive website is more than just a website
that looks good on mobile. A responsive website
is actually programmed to detect what size
screen it’s being viewed on and adjust the
display size and resolution automatically.

CERTIFIED PRACTISING ACCOUNT (CPA)
SPECIALISES IN PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL TAX
AND STRATEGIC FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR
FAMILIES, INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS.

We can assist in a broad range of accounting and
tax matters from simple tax preparation, to business
structure set-up and family tax planning, business
coaching and audits.

Having a responsive site has never been more
important than now. With the recent release
of the iPhone 6 and the new trend towards
“phablets”, there’s no standard screen size for a
smartphone any more. If you want your site to
look good and work on any device, it needs to
be responsive to whatever size screen it’s being
viewed on.
If you’re using an open source platform like
Wordpress for your site, it’s relatively easy
to set up a responsive site using plugins or a
responsive template.
HERE ARE FIVE GOOD REASONS WHY A
RESPONSIVE WEBSITE IS ESSENTIAL FOR
YOUR BUSINESS.
1. TRAFFIC. If you want to know how many
people are viewing your site from a mobile
phone, check your analytics. You might be
surprised how many there are. These are the
potential customers you risk losing if your site
doesn’t display properly on all devices.
2. REPUTATION AND RANKINGS. You only
have one chance to impress your visitors, and
if they can’t use your site, or it doesn’t look
professional, they may go elsewhere. Recently,
Google indicated that they will be penalising
sites that aren’t responsive, especially if they
use out-dated videos, have pages that won’t
display on smartphone or if they are too slow
to load on different devices. A non-responsive
site could potentially affect your search engine
rankings in the future.
3. BETTER EMAIL MARKETING RESULTS. As
well as your website, it’s important that your
marketing emails are easily viewable on any
device, especially if you want readers to click
on the links and convert. Most email service
providers offer responsive templates – make sure
you’re using them otherwise your readers could
get frustrated and/or unsubscribe.

4. IMPROVE DIRECT SALES Consumers are
increasingly using smartphones to make online
purchases. The estimated rate of smartphone
users buying directly online is around 50%,
which is expected to increase to two thirds by
2017. To make the most of this fast growing
market your site needs to be responsive.
5. THE FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS Mobile
phones are just the first step in a whole future of
sweeping changes. Your business needs to get
on top of technology now, otherwise you could
be seriously affected in the long term. If your
competitors have responsive sites and you don’t,
you run the risk of falling behind.
A responsive website can benefit you through
increased traffic and sales, a better user
experience and more growth in the future.
To learn more strategies to grow your business
faster and easier than ever before then check
out this free 1 day event called New Rules of
Business coming to the Gold Coast on Saturday
the 30th May.
Enter this http://bburl.co/HavenMag to reserve
your seat today as tickets will sell out.
Sources: http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
technology/predictions-2014-smartphonepenetration-to-beat-computers/storye6frgakx-1226836221379
https://www.telsyte.com.au/?p=2497

Other services include proactive
management reporting, family budgets,
cash flows and assistance with loans
and insurance.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

(07) 5607 0695.
Our office is located on
Level 1 in the Big B Arcade,
50 James Street, Burleigh Heads

Gibson & Associates is a CPA Practice.
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.
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MUMS, SISTERS, AUNTS AND GIRLFRIENDS HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO
BE INSPIRED AND INDULGED AT THE WOMEN’S HEALTH AND WELLBEING
EXPO THIS MONTH.
The annual expo promotes health and wellbeing, with a series of
presentations and interactive demonstrations to ignite your inner flame
and give you a huge dose of inspo to live your best life.

Women’s Health
& Wellbeing Expo

Entry is FREE and with more than 50 exhibitors, there’s something to suit
all interests, from cooking to beauty, fitness to pampering.
Don’t miss these Expo highlights:
• Interactive cooking demo with surfer dads Paul and Blair from My
Kitchen Rules
• Free 10 minute massage in the Endota Spa Broadbeach Pamper Zone
• 40+ free seminars, workshops and fitness classes in the Healthy,
Wealthy and Wise series
• Fun Fit and Fab women’s breakfast
• Free yoga sessions with Essence of Living
• Hilarious presentation, “Laughter really is the best medicine” with the
doctors from haven faves The Medical Sanctuary
Grab your girlfriends, take some time away from the daily grind and
recharge at this two-day event. You’ll nourish your mind, body and soul
and get some great take-home tips to stay strong, sister.
WHAT: Women’s Health and Wellbeing Expo
WHEN: 16-17 May, 9am – 4pm daily
WHERE: Robina Community Centre
COST:

Entry is free

More: Check out the full program at womenshealthandwellbeingexpo.com.au

Great Skin…
starts HERE
Gentle on your
skin, wallet & time,
for results that people notice

Kids cooking classes
School holiday cooking programs
Little cooks birthday parties

• A non invasive treatment using light therapy
• Light therapy works with your skin to reduce redness and
simulate collagen
• Provides excellent results in reducing fine lines and firmer looking skin

Samantha Keim RN
71 West Burleigh Road, Burleigh Heads
Ph: (07) 55359765
e: info@cookhousefood.com.au
www.cookhousefood.com.au
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0404 091 494

sam@skinmatters.net.au
www.skinmatters.net.au

Give y
mum the our
great skingift of
mothers this
day

For appointments call
Burleigh Heads Medical Centre on 07 5535 1844.

WANT GOOD SKIN?

90%

“Suffering with itches, scratches, scaly bits
in patches? is it driving you to despair”?
Skin diseases are some of the most challenging of conditions to
resolve, particularly when it involves small children and the elderly.
Skin disease has the added torment for many suffers of being
visually apparent and this can generate or aggravate depression,
anxiety and stress. A cruel twist to many conditions, is that stress is
a primary trigger of the disease and so often stress is compounding
the disease as well, simply making it worse.
Good Skin Clinic has outstanding results that are consistently
achieved in our clinics. We use the highest quality scientifically
validated natural based products available and we don’t rely solely
on medication alone, however. It has also been said that, “unless you
take away the cause of a problem, it is difficult to fix anything.”
Numerous factors are commonly at play, in the cause of most
diseases. The extensive training of our principle practitioner, Barry
Donnelly BHSc CM. Adv.Dip. ND. Adv.Dip. WHM. Adv. Dip. N. in
establishing the causative factors of any individual case, on a daily
basis, is what sets the Good Skin Clinic apart from the mainstream.
This is demonstrated in the remarkable results, as seen in the
before and after pictures of some of our patients, (below) and on
our web site. www.goodskinclinic.com.au.

SUCC

ESS R

ATE

The greatest results are achieved when a patient is
guided, using a result orientated programme, that is
easy to follow. When following this program, most
commonly, our patients experience its health benefits
with an increased energy, feeling of wellbeing, calmness
of mind and body.
At the Good Skin Clinic our strengths lay in our ability
to determine the most likely cause of your disease, or in
other words, why did this happen to you. By establishing
a causative factor, we then focus our efforts in the most
efficient and effective areas of therapy, for your particular
condition. Most people are under the mistaken belief,
that there is a tablet, cream or ointment that will fix all,
unfortunately the truth may well be more complex then
that and thats where the therapy protocols we use, may
be positively life changing for you.

To contact the Gold Coast &
Northern Rivers Good Skin Clinic
Phone: 1300

956 566

Email: barry@feelinggr8.net.au

Good Skin Clinic

Specialist, Complementary Dermatology

www.goodskinclinic.com.au

Who makes
the decisions in
your house?
Let haven connect
you with THE BOSS
* 80% of all purchasing
decisions are made
by women.

* Print and Digital options
available to help grow
your business.

Your family magazine,
Gold Coast to Byron Bay
and Brisbane

Connect with us
Haven Hub
email us today for advertising options
advertising@havenmagazine.com.au
www.havenmagazine.com.au

"Many a small thing has been
made large by the right kind of
advertising" MARK TWAIN

LAUNCHING JUNE 2015

11
min

ACCELERATE YOUR BRAND
WITH INTERACTIVE TAXI MEDIA
PUT YOUR BRAND IN POLE POSITION WITH FARE MEDIA’S
UNIQUE IN-TAXI DIGITAL TOUCH SCREENS INTEGRATED
INTO THE PASSENGER-SIDE HEAD REST OF LOCAL TAXI FLEETS.
COMMAND immediate attention with your choice of 15 or 30 second
TVCs, or interactive formats including apps, games, surveys and more! Be
a part of the next revolution in digital marketing!
TARGET over 500,000 passengers per month. Detailed analytics and
reporting for all advertising. Know how effective your campaign was
instantly and easily calculate your ROI.

AVERAGE TRIP DURATION*

24/7
EXPOSURE

400
SCREENS ACROSS BRISBANE
AND THE GOLD COAST

500K
PEOPLE SEEING YOUR
ADVERTISING EVERY MONTH

11
YEARS’ INTERNATIONAL
SUCCESS
*Brisbane & Gold Coast

START YOUR
ENGINES
AND DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS
FURTHER WITH OUR UNIQUE
DIGITAL MEDIA OPPORTUNITIES.
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TALK TO US ABOUT
REVVING UP YOUR
MARKETING PLANS.
luke@faremedia.com.au
0430 585 569

